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PIlBFAClI 

ATSOTJf!B written at diHerent tfm� during 
t1ie past four years, the essays here gathered together 
have a common point of focus-the spiritual or mjrsti.. 
ea1 aperience and its relation to ordinary material life. 
JIavJng said thfI, I am. fDstantly aware that I have used 
the WIOIlg WOlds; and yet there are :DO satisfactoly 
eJtemaHves. Spfritual and mystical suggest something 
� otherworldly, and loftily religious;- opposed to 
.. ordfDary material life which is simply-practical and 
cnallMDp1aee. The whole point of these essays is to 
Ihow the faDacy of· this oppositloD, to show that the 
spritual is DOt to be separated £rom the material, nor 
tbeWODderful from the ordinary. We Deed, above all, 
to dfrentang1e ourselves from habits of speech and 
thought which set.the two.apart, making itfmpoisible 

. __ °to see that �.1mmediate, 8veryday, and 
. present experience-ts IT, the eatiIe and ultimate peint 
for the emteBce of a universet. :But .. recognition 

17. 



THIS IS IT 
that the two are one comes to pass in.an elusive, though 
relatively common, state of consciousness which has 
fascinated me beyond all else since I was seventeen 

. yearsold. 
I am neither a preacher nor a reformer, for I li1ce to 

Write and taJk about this way of seeing things as one 
sings in the bathtub or splashes In the sea. There is 
no mission, nor intent to convert, and yet I believe that 
if this state of consciousness could become more univer
sal, the pretentious nonsense which passes for the serf.. 
ous business of the world would dissolve In laughter. 
We should see at once that the high ideals for which we 
are killing and regimenting each other are empty and 
abstract substitutes for the unheeded miracles that sur
round us-not only in the obvious wonders of nature 
but also in the overwhelmingly uncanny fact of mere 
existence. Not for one moment do I believe that such 
an awakening would deprive us of energy or sociaI con
cern. On the contrary, half the delight of it-though 
infinity has no halves-is to share it with others, and 
because the spiritual and the material are inseparable 
this means the sharing of life and things as wen as in
sight. But the possibility of this depends entirely upon 
the presence of the vision which could transform us into 
the kind of people who can do it, not upon exhortation 
or appeals to our persistent, but consistently uncreati;ve, 
sense of guilt. Yet it would spon it aU 1£ we felt obliged, 
by that same sense, to have the vision. 

:r.z 
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Ji'or, oon� u It -ylOaDd. It teeIDI to •. 
that tlledeepest afIrttual � cia .... aDlr. 
JD()Ql8Dts of a'selflslmen 10 comp1etQ that it � 
itself, by -die wa1 down and out.- wldch is pedaapt 
why Jesus found the campaDfoDshIp of pab1IcaDt ad 
IfDners preferable to that of the rlghteoaI ad resptdo 
able. It is a sort of first step to accept a. 0WIl � 
ness withoat die deceptlou of trying to wish it were 

, 

otherwise, for a man who Is not all of ODe plece fl. par
petua1ly para1yzed by trying togo In two directkms at 
once. As a Tulifsh proverb puts It, '1Ie • sleeps .0Il 
the floor wJ11 not fall out of bed.. AnelIO,- when the 
alrmerreaBzes that even hfs re,pentaDce fa sIDfuJ. .1Ie 
may perhaps for die Brst time -come to hfmwf"' aDd he 
whole. Spiritual awabnfng fa die difBcu1t ' process 
whereby the fncreasJng realimtioa that everytbfng is . 

as wrong as it can be flips suddtmly fIlto the realizatJoa 
that everytbfng fa as right as it can be. Or better, every
thing is as It as it can be. 

Only two of the essays that follow have been pub
lished previously, � and the :rroblem of Conbor 
and "'Beat. Zen, Square ZeD, and Zen,. the former. fa 
the Irst issue of ConItIcf and die latter in 2'M "ChIctIgo 
Bscleu> for the summer of 1958. and then, in expanded 
form. as a separate booIdet by af1 Ugbts Boob of 
San Francfsco._ I wish to thank the respective editors 
and publishers oouoemedfor pmmfsskm. to iUclude tWun 
In tbis volmne. 



THIS IS IT 
Because of the lather personal and, fntDrectIy, auto

biographfca] Dature of most of these essays, it seemed 
approprJate to fnclude here a bihJiogmphy of the boob 
andmafor articles which I have wr1tteD to date. 
San Francisco, 1960 ALA1!l W. W A.T1'S 
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hz most impressive &et in man·, ipfrftuaJ. fa. 
te1Ieetua1. and poetic experience has always been. for 
me, the UDlversal �ence of thOse astonfshfng m0-
ments of fDsight which Richard Bucb oalled -cosmfo 
eousdoumess.. 'Ihere Is DO really slttsfaetory name for 
thfs type of experience. To can It mystical Is to confuse 
it with visionS of another world, 'Or of gods and ang .. 
To can it spiritual or metaphysical is to saggest that ft 
Is .Dot also extremely concrete and physklal, while the 
term -cosmfc conscioUsnesS- itself has the UDpOetio 
flavor of occultfst jargon. But £rom all bfstorical times 
and cultures we have reports of thiS same unmfsta1e.. 
able sensation emerging. as a rule. quitesudden1y and 
�y and £rom no c1earlyUJlderstood cause. 

To the iD.dMdual thus en1fghtened it appears as a 
"Vivid and overwhelming certainty that the UDlverse, 
precisely as it is at this moment, as a whole and in every 
one of its parts, is so completely righI as to neec1 DO ••. 

11 



THIS IS IT 
planation or Justification beyond what it simply is. 
Existence not only ceases to be a problem; the mind is 
so wonder-struck at the seH-evident and seH-sufficient 
fitness of things as they are, including what would ordi
narily be thought the very worst, that it cannot find 
any word strong enough to express the perfection and 
beauty of the experience. Its clarity sometimes gives the 
sensation that the world has become transparent or 
luminous, and its simplicity the sensation that it is per
vaded and ordered by a supreme intelligence. At the 
same time it is usual for the individual to feel that the 
whole world has become his own body, and that what
ever he is has not only become, but always has been, 
what everything else is. It is not that he loses his iden
tity to the point of feeling that he actually looks out 
through all other eyes, becoming literally omniscient, 
but rather that his individual consciousness and exist
ence is a point of view temporarily adopted by some
thing immeasurably greater than himseH. 

The central core of the experience seems to be the 
conviction, or insight, that the immediate now, what
ever its nature, is the goal and fulfillment of all living. 
Surrounding and flowing from this insight is an emo
tional ecstasy, a sense of intense relief, freedom, and 
lightness, and often of almost unbearable love for the 
world, which is, however, secondary. Often, the pleas
ure of the experience is confused with the experience 
and the insight lost in the ecstasy, so that in trying to 
retain the secondary effects of the experience the in-

18 
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d1vIdu1'mfases'lfs potnt--that'the �.: ... Is 
eoiIIpIete:even when ,it fa not ecst&tfc.For ....,.fs-a 
tl8CeSSa.TJIy fmperrn8nent ClODtrast in tJw�Buo
tuatfon of oar feelings. But fnslgh"t, when clear fJI1OUgb, 
l)eisistsj bavfng once understood a partmuJar _ 
the faciltty tends to remain. 

'!he terms in which a maa interprets tldullp_" 
are naturally drawn from the reBgfousaad phibop1d
cal ideas of his culture, and their dJfereDOeS o&. � 
'c:eal its basio identity. & water seeD the course of Jeut 
relistanoe. so the emotions clothe themselves lo.: the 
ByDlbo1s that lie most readily to hand, and the associa .. 
tion is so SWift and automatic that tbesymbot may, 
appear to be the very heart of the experience.' aatlty 

, � disappearance of problemS-sugg-esb Bgb.t.tmd, 
, In lIloments of such acute clarity there-may be thephyi

'�Iensation of light penetrating everything. To a tJ.ist 
this will naturally seem to be a glimpBf) of the preseDC8 
of God, uin the celebrated testimoJlyof � 

The year of grace 16s4, 
Mondaytbe qd of November. St. Clement', day. ••• 

- !'rom about half past ten in the evening , 
11Dtil about halE past twelve, midDight, 

J'IBB I 

, QodofAhralwn. GodolJsaac. GodoEJaoob 
� of the philosophers � the .. 

CertainIJ'. joy. certainty. £eeliQg. joy. peace. 

Oriaa case qUoted by \VlIlfam James: 
'Z� 



THIS IS IT 
The very heavens seemed to open and pour down rays of 
light and glory. Not for a moment only, but all day and 
night, :£loods of light and glory seemed to pour through 
my soul, and oh, how I was changed, and everything be- -
came new. My horses and hogs and everybody seemed 
changed. 

But clarity may also suggest transp�ency. or the sense 
that the world confronting us is no longer an obstacle 
and the body no longer a burden, and to a Buddhist 
this will just as naturally call to mind the doctrine of 
reality as the ungraspable. indefinable Void (sunyata). 

I came back into the hall and was about to go to my seat 
when the whole outlook changed. A broad expanse 
opened, and the ground appeared as if all caved in. • • • 

As I looked around and up and down, the whole universe 
With its multitudinous sense-objects now appeared quite 
different; what was loathsome before, together with ig
norance and passiOns, was now seen to be nothing else 
but the out:fl.ow of my own inmost nature which in itself 
remained bright, true, and transparent.1 

As one and the same pain may be described either as 
a hot pang or as a cold sting, so the descriptions of this 
experience may take forms that seem to be completely 
opposed. One person may say that he has found the 
answer to the whole mystery of life, but somehow can
not put it 

,
into words. Another will say that there 

lYiian-chou (do 1287), quoted by Suzuki, Essay' in Zen Buddhiml. 
vol. l2, p.ga. 



"rHII - IS 1'1' 
never was a myStery and thus no aniwer to � f<XowMt 
the experience made clear to him was the frie1eVanoe 
and artlllclality of all our questions. One declares hlm
self convinced that there is no death, his tine selfDeing 
as etenia1 as the universe. Another states that death 
has simply ceased to matter, because the present mo. 
ment is so complete that it requires DO futuioe.' ,one 
feels himself taken up and lUlited with a iffe'in8mtety 

, other than his own. But as the beating of the heart mq . 
be regarded as something that Juzppen8 to you or SCJIilei. 
thing that you do, depending on the point of vJew; ., 
another will feel that he has experienced, not a traDI
ceadent God. but his own inmost nature. One wm get 
,� sense that his ego or self has expanded to �, 
the entire universe. whereas another will feel that he 
has lost himself altogether and that what he caBed Jds 
ego was never anything but an abstraction. One wdl 
describe himself as infinitely emiched� while 'another 
wm speak of being brought to sueh absolute POVMy 
that he Owns not even his mind and body, and has not a 
care in the world. 

Rarely is the experience descn"bed without meta;. 
pnors 'that nugbt be misleading if taken literally. BUt 

, m reading Bernard Berenson's Skelch for a Sel/--'ormM ' 

I came across a passage which. is one of .the simplest 
and "cleanest" acCoUnts of it lhave ever seen. 

. 

It waS a morning in early summer. A silver hue sbfJia;. 
mered and b;embled over the lime trees; The afi'_ 
laden mth their fragrance. The temperature Was lib' a 

.1 



THIS IS IT 
<mess. I remember-I need not recan-that I climbed up 
a tree stump and felt suddenly immersed in Itness. I did 
Dot call it by that name. I had no need for words. It and I were one.2 

Just "It" -as when we use the word to denote the su
perlative. or the exact point. or intense reality. or what 
we were always looking for. Not the neuter sense of the 
mere object, but something still more alive and far 
wider than the personal. and for which we use this 
simplest of words because we have no word for it. 

It is especially difficult to find the right means of 
expression for the experience in the cultural context of 
Christianity. For while this enlightenment comes just 
as much to Christians as to anyone else. the Christian 
mystic has always been in danger of cocluct with the 
defenders of orthodoxy. Christian dogmatics insist 
firmly upon the radical difference between God and his 
created universe. as between God and the human soul. 
They insist upon God's eternal opposition to and ab
horrence of evil and sin. and. since these are very pres
ent realities, upon the effective salvation of the world 
only at the end of time. Even then. hell will remain for
ever as the state of permanent imprisonment and tor
ment for the forces of evil Nevertheless. the doctrine 
of omnipotence-that nothing, not even sin. can hap
pen without the permission of God's will-makes it pos
sible even in this difficult framework for the Christian 
2 Bernard Berenson, Sketch for a Self-Portrait, p. 18. Pantheon Books. 
New York, 19490 



THIS IS IT 
� to express the unspealcable doctrine tJlat -. Is 
. behovable, but all shall be w� and a! shall·be � 
and all manner of thing shall be welL-· 

The Christian sense of the reality of evil and Qf. time 
and history as the process of overcOming evil � 
\\Pith us so strongly even in the post-Christianiufel1ectnal 
climate of today that we have dJfBcalty m. � 
the "cosmic consciousness" as more than aD. faspfiia.g 
hallucination. AdInissibIe it may be as the ..... Qf . 
some "hr-off divine event- in the futute. but wfthour . 
progressive view of the World it seems fmpPSSlbJe txtao- . 
cept it as a vision of the way things arB. Even.in_ 
�escription which Bueke gives of· his own � tDereis a significant use of the future tense: . . .. . . . 

,,\ll at once, without warning of any ldnd,I to_b_,..af 
wrapped in a flame-co1orecl cloud. Foe' .. ___ ;. 
thought of �. an immense conflagratiolL � 
close by in that great city; the· next, I knew tNt �� 

. was: within myself. Directly afterward t:llere came up. 
me a sense of eiuItation, of immense jQ70USliess � 

. panied or immediately followed by an in�� 
nation impoSSible to descn1>e. Among other tlafn&I,. I di4 
�ot merely come to believe. but I saw that the tiiIfNtIt II 
not c:xxnposed of dead matter. but is, on the c:oDtrUy... . 

• Dame Julian of Norwfch (1:u-c. 14Lf). � of �. 
Loce; xxvii. Ed. Crace warrack. LonGou, 19490 "'BehovabJe'! hallie 
__ of "pJaytng a DeCeSIaIY part.� Compete.th8 ... 'IIM � 
fa the ROIIIIID liturgy of Holy Satmday, ·0 truly ......, .. .... 
Adam, which the death of Christ has blotted outl 0 ham favIt,.tIuII 
lDtIdIedauchaudlO pat a� 

/ 
sa 



THIS IS IT 
living Presence; I became conscious in myself of etem� 
life. It was not a conviction that I would have etemalli£� 
but a consciousness that I possessed eternal li�e then; I 
Saw that all men are immortal; that the cosmic order is 
such that without any peradventure all things work to
gether for the good of each and all; that the foundation 
principle of the world, of all the worlds, is'what we call 
love, and that the happiness of each and all is in the long 
run absOlutely certain. The vision lasted a few seconds 
ilJld was gone; but the memory of it and the sense of the 
reality of what it taught has remained during the C],uarter 
of a century which has since elapsed.& 

Nevertheless, the "consciousness that I possessed etar
nal life then- corresponds to the Buddhist realization 
that "an thlngs are in Nirvana from the very begin
ning. - and that the enlightenment or awakening is not 
the creation of a new state of affairs but the recOgnition 
of what always is. 

Such experiences imply, then, that our nonnal per
ception and valuation of the world is a subjective but 
collective nightmare. They suggest that our ordinary 
sense of practical reality-of the world as seen on 
Monday moming-is a construct of socialized condi
tioning and repression, a system of selective inattention 
whereby we are taught to screen out aspects and rela-

, Quoted from a privately printed account of the experience by Wil

liam James. VarlBtlA 01 �iow E�. p. 3990 London. 1929-
Italics mine. 
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tfoDI wlthfa __ WhIch • ROt aceGId w.idl the'ralel 
of the game of � .. Yet the .... almost m.' 
ftriably includes the realizatioIl tbat thfJ very restrJc. , 
tIon of consciousness is also part of the etemal ... ' 
of things. In the words of tho Zen master Gensbal ' 

Jf� uncIa:aDd, tldDp aresachas tlwtare;' , 
If 10" do not aderstaDd. tbfngs are auch as ther are-

tbfs -auch II they are-befng'the utterly unproblematic 
and self-su1Bclent character of tbia �, DOW . III 
whlcb, as Chuang-tzusaid. 

A,duck's legs, though s1mt, eaDDOt 'be leD�"'" 
• dfscomfort to the duck; a crawl. Jep, thoag'h"-. . 

cIanot be shortened without disoomforttD tMc:nua. 
For in some way the vision seems to_ come about 
t1Boagb accepting the rightness of the fact that one 
does not have it, thr.ough being willing to be U imper
fectuODe fI perfectly im� 

Now it is easy to see how t8is way of seeing tldagI 
might be acceptable in cultures w:fthouttbe. sense of 
hope. and history. how. indeed. it might .be tbeonly 
baskfor a pbiJosophy that would make life .� 
Indeed, it is very probable that the � dYJUl'" 
mism"'of the CfuistjaD West is a rather recent theoJo&t-. 
Cl81 discovery, for we can DO longer sing, wi�t qualms 
of the social 00DSC1eDce, the �ft*w hyma. which 
.ys. 
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The rich man in:his castle, the poor man at:his gate, 
He made them high or lowly, and ordered their estate-

and then go on to exclaim: 

All things bright: and beautiful, all creatares great and small, 
All things wise and wonderful. the Lord God made them aIl1 

But, even though it may be exploited for tIlls purpose, 
the experience itself is in no sense a philosophy de
Signed to justify or to desensitize oneself to the in· 
equalities of life. Like falling in love, it has a minimal 
connection with any particular cultural background or 
economic position. It descends upon the rich and the 
poor, the moral and the immoral, the happy and the 
miserable without distinction. It carries with it the over .. 
\Vhelming conviction that the world is in every respect 
a miracle of glory, and though this might lOgically 
exclude the necessity to share the vision with others 
and awaken them from their nightmare the usual re
action is a sense, not of duty, but of sheer delight in 
communicating the experience by word or deed. 

From this new perspective the crimes and follies of 
man's ordinary niglitmare life seem neither evil nor 
stupid but Simply pitiable. One has the extraordinarily 
odd sensation of seeing people in their mean or mali
cious pursuits looking, at the same time, like gods-as 
if they were supremely happy without knowing it. 
As Kirillov puts it in Dostoyevsky's T'M Possessec4 

�6 



�BIS IS 1� 
"Mm'1s 1IDhappy because he �'t bow W. happy. ] 
Ii, onIy'tltat. 'ltiat. au. thais all! UanyOue JIDds out he'll' 
k:ome happy at once, that mhiute. �' • '. 'Its an gOcid. I 
cliscovered it an of a sudden.'" ' 

-And if anyone dies of hunger'- [ash Stavrogml. � 
, tf anyone iDsults and outrages the little'gIrl.1s that goQClr 

�esl And If anyone blows his brains out for the baby. 
thais good too. And if anyone doem"t, that's good too. 
It, an good, aD. It"s good for all thos_ who mow'that it. 
all good. If they Dew that it was good for them, it would 
be good far them. but as long as they doU't bow its good 
for them, it wiD. be bad for them. That's the whole idea. 
� whole of itl • • •  They're bad because ,they dqa't 
:qo" thefre good. When they find out, they won"t out-

, rage a little girL They'll Bnd out. that thefie good _ , 
, tbetIl all become good. every one o£ them. •• 

Ordmanly one nrlght feel that there is a shoc1dDg C!OJIpo 
lEast between the muvellous strucbJre of tho � 
organism and its 1mdn, on the one hand;' and the uses 
to which most peopIe �t it, on the other. Yet there 
� perhaps be a point of view from which,the natural 
wonder of the organism simply Olltshfne. the depding 
performances of its superficial consciousness. In a 
lOIDewhat similar way this, strange opening. of visioa 
does Dot permit attention to remain focussed DSllOWl,. 

,�. T1uI J'a ..... ( pp. S4<kfL "lDDI. Combmoe ,Camett. 
IIocIem l.ihIarJ. N ... rep. l.ga8. 

A1 



THIS IS IT 

upon the details of evil; they become subordinate to the 
all-pervading intelligence and beauty of the· total de
sign. 

Such insight has not the slightest connection with 
·shallow optimism ... nor with grasping the meaning of 
the univ�rse in terms of some neat philosophical sim .. 
plification. Beside it, all philosophical opinions and dis-
putations sound like somewhat sophisticated versions 
of children yelling back and forth-" 'Tisl" "'Tisn'tl'
,. 'Tis!" .. 'Tisn't!" -until (if only the philosophers would 
do likewise) they catch the nonsense of it and roll over 
backwards with hoots of laughter. Furthermore, so far 
from being the smug rationalization of a Mr. Pangloss, 
the experience has a tendency to arise in situations 
of total extremity or despair, when the individual 
finds himself without any alternative but to surrender 
himself entirely. 

Something of this kind came to me in a dream when 
I was about eight years old. I was sick at the time and 
almost delirious with fever, and in the dream I found 
myself attached face-downward 'and spread-eagled to 
an immense ball of steel which was spinning about the 
earth. I knew in this dream with complete certainty 
that I was doomed to be spun in this sickening and 
terrifying whirl forever and ever, and the conviction 
was so intense that there was nothing for it but to give 
up-for this was hell itself· and nothing lay before me 
but a literal everlastingness of pain. But in the moment 
when 1 surrendered, the ball seemed to strike against a 

£8 
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mmmtafn mel dIs&ltegrate, � the next tWng I lcDew 

- was that I was sitt;mg OIl a stretch of warm .and with 
nothing left-of the ball except crumpled fragmen� of _ 

abeet-metal scattered around, me . .  This was not, of 
eourse, the experience of "cosmic consciousness," but 
dmply of the fact that release in extreulity �through 
and not away from the problem. 

That other experience came much later. twice witJ&
JDtensity, . and other times with what might be called 
more of a glow than a brilliant flash. ShOrtly after I W 
first begun to study Indian and � pbilQqmy.I 
was sitting one night by the fire, trying to JQt\ke-Out 
what waS the right attitude of mind for JQeditation asit 
k J1I8C*iced' in Hindu and, Bud� . disci.piines. It 
.. ElIDed tome that several attitudes were Po,ssihIe. hut 
81 they appeared mutua1ly exclusive and-OOQtradjctory 
I was trying to fit them into _ one-ell to JlO purpose. 
Finally, in .heer disgust, I decided to re;ect them an ' 

and to have no special attitude of mind whatsoever. 
Inth8 force of throwing them away it seQmed that I 
threw myself away as well, for_ quite suddenly the 
weight of my own body disappeared • .  I felt that I
owned nothing. not even a self, and that nothing oWDed 
me. The whole world became as transparent and � 
obstructed.as my own mind; the "problem of }jfe-

. mnpJy ceased to exist, and for about eighteen hours I 
and everything aroamd me felt like the wind � 
_�across a fieldon an autmnn day. 

TM. IeCOnd time, a few years later, came after a 
89 



THIS IS IT 
period when I had been attempting to practice what 
Buddhists call "recollection" (smriti) or constant aware. 
ness of the immediate presen� as distinct from the 
usual distracted rambling of reminiscence and anticipa
tion. Bu� in discussing it one evening, someone said to 
me, "But why try to live in the present? Surely we are 
always completely in the present even when we"re 
thinking about the past or the futureP" This, actually 
quite obviOUS, remark again brought on the sudden 
sensation of having no weight. At the same time, the 
present seemed to become a kind of moving stillness, an 
eternal stream from which neither I nor anything could 
deviate. I saw that everything, just as it is now, is IT
is the whole point of there being life and a universe. 
I saw that when the Upanishads said, "That art thoul
or "All this world is Brahman," they meant just exactly 
what they said. Each thing, each event, each experience 
in its inescapable nowness and.in all its own particular 
individuality was precisely what it should be, and so 
much so that it acquired a divine authority and origi. 
nality. It struck me with the fullest clarity that none of 
this depended on my seeing it to be so; that was the 
way things were, whether I understood it or not, and 
if I did not understand, that was IT too. Furthermore, 
I felt that I now understood what Christianity might 
mean by the love of God-namely, that despite the 
commonsensical imperfection of things, they were none. 
theless loved by God just as they are, and that this 
loving of them was at the same time the godding of 
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them. This 'tfme the vivid sensation-of lightDess and 
clarity lasted a full week. 

These experiences, reiDforced by others that have fol .. 
lowed, have been the enlivening foroe of an my worlc 
m writing and in philosophy-since that time, though 'I' 
have come to realize that hoW I fee� whether the actual 
sensation of freedom aDd clarity is present or not. is not 
the point-for. again, to'feel heavy or restricted is also 
IT. But with this point of departure a philosopher is 
faced with a strange problem of communication, �. 
cla11y to the degree that his philosophy seems to have 
some, affinity with religion. People appear to be UDder 
the hed impression that one speab or wr.ltes of these 
things in order to improve them or do them JOUle good. 
amUning. too, that the, speaker has hfmself been im
proved and is able to ipeak with authol'if1. 'In other 
wordS, the philosopher is forced into the role, of 
preacher. and is m tum �cted to practice what he 
pmdles. Thereupon the truth of what he says is tested 
by his character and his mOl'&ls-whether he shows 
amiety or not. whether he depends upon .. material 
crutches" such as wine or tobacco, whether he has 
stomach ulcers or'likes money. whether he loses his 
temper. or gets depressed. or £aDs in love when he 
shouldn"t. oi sometimes looks a bit tired and frayed ,at 
the edges. All these criteria might be valid if the phi .. 
losopher were preaching freedom'.f.rom being human, or 
if he were trying to JP8ke himself and others radically 
bette&-. 
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In the span of one lifetime it is, of course, possible for 

almost every human being to improve himself-within 
limits set by energy, time, temperament, and the level 
from which he beginS. Obviously, then, there is a proper 
place for preachers and other technical advisers in the 
disciplines of human betterment. But the limits within 
which such improvements may be made are small in 
comparison with the vast aspects of our nature and 
our circumstances which remain the same, and which 
will be very difficult to improve even were it desirable 
to do so. I am saying. therefore, that while there is a 
place for bettering oneself and others, solving problems 
and coping with situations is by no means the only or 
even the chief business of life. Nor is it the principal 
work of philosophy. 

Human purposes are pursued within an immense cir
cling universe which does not seem to me to have pur
pose, in our sense, at all. Nature is much more playful 
than purposeful, and the probability that it has no spe
cial goals for the future need not strike one as a defect. 
On the contrary, the processes of nature as we see them 
both in the surrounding world and in the involuntary 
aspects of our own organisms are much more like art 
than like business, politics, or religion. They are espe
cially like the arts of music and dancing, which unfold 
themselves without aiming at future destinations. No 
one imagines that a symphony is supposed to improve 
in quality as it goes along, or that the whole object of 
playing it is to reach the finale. The point of music is 
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cBscoveIed In fIfer1 moment of pJayfDg and Bal"''''g to 
it. It Is tJJe same, 1 feel. with the gxeater put of OR 
lMs, and ff we are unduly ablar'bedfu fmptOtfDg 6eaa 
we may forget altogether to Jive 6em. '11le znu.sWaa 
whose cbJefconoem is to make fM!Jt1 perfarmaDce bet
ter than the last may 80 fan to partlclpliteand delfght 

. JD Jds 0WJl music tmlt he wf1l fmpess JUs .ndfenoe cmly 
with the amlous riponds tec1mfque. . . 

Thus iUs by no means the mafD. wodt of a phfIosop'&er 
� be Ctused With the moralists ana reformers. 11ae 
Is 1UCh a thing as philosophy, the love of wJICbD, fa 
the sphit of the artist. Such philosophy wtIl DOl: preacJI 
or advocate practices leading to imprOvement. As I __ 
dentand it, the work. of the philosopher as � Is -. 
reveal and celebrate the etema1 and puqioseJea bacb 
ground ofhuman life. Out of simple eutbelaee or".. 
der he wants to ten others of tla&. pofDt of ... fmaa 

. whfch the world istmfmagiDably good as itil, with pe0-
ple just as they 8'ie. No matter how dHBcult It .,..,'1Je 
to� thfs point of view without soUDdfDg .... 
appearing to be a wishful dreamer, sOme flfnt of it..., 
be IDggEllted Jf the philosopher has had the p ... 
tuDe to haveaperienced It himself. . 

. ThIs may IOtDld like a putpose, like a desfre to � . .  

prove, to thole who fnsfst uponseemg-an humau eo
tiYlty In terms of goaI-seeIdDg. 'l11e trouble fa thaf � 
W-eslem common IeDSe is firmly � ad we '
�ore believe that the' will never aets exeept for 
__ good or pleasure. But upon aaalpIa this tus:._ 
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to say no more than that we do what we do. for if we 
olways do what pleases us-even in conmrltting sui
cide-there is no means of showing what pleases us 
apart from what we do. In using such logic I am only 
throwing a stone back to the glass house from which it 
came. for I am well aware that expressions of mystical 
experience will not stand the test of logic. But, unlike 
the Aristotelian. the mystic does not claim to be logi
cal. His sphere of experience is the unspeakable. Yet this 
need mean no more than that it is the sphere of physi
cal nature. of all that is not simply conceptions� num
bers • .or words. 

If the experience of "cosmic consciousnesS- is un
speakable. it is true that in trying to utter it in words 
one is not "saying" anything in the sense of conveying 
information or making a proposition. The speech ex
pressing such an experience is more like an exclama
tion. Or better. it is the speech of poetry rather than 
logic. though not poetry in the impoverished sense of 
the logical positivist. the sense of decorative and beau
tiful nonsense. For there is a kind of speech that may 
be able to convey ·something Without actually being 
able to say it. Korzybski ran into this difficulty in trying 
to express the apparently simple point that things are 
not what we say they are. that, for example. the word 
"water" is not itself drinkable. He formulated it in his 
*law of nonidentity." that "whatever you say a thing 
Is, it isrtt." But from this it will follow that it isn't a 
thing either, for if I say that a thing is a thing, it isn't;. 
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'W!iat, . tlIeD, are we '  taJkfag ...,.. H. was tr)fDI ... 
" allow that we aTe taIdng'8boatthe� .... 

of the pkysIeal aDIvetrre, dI&'WOdd t1Iat fsodiar .. 
W01'd& Words reprea8Ilt'it. batff we ..,.·to .. _ 
dJrectly .e must do'lO by immediate IItJtJBaI:1CUU
What we call thfngt,facts,t or events are. after, • ., 
more than ccmveniellt UDltI of perceptimt, l'DOOI' .... 
pegs for names. selected from the trtBnfte mn1tJtadel(jf 
Jmes and surfaces, eolors and teduteIt .,..aa4 .... 
sltfes whlch surrouncl us. There fa no men a fbalaa 
IDal way of ,tlividing these variaHbDI Into ... 6ail � 
of grouping the stars in CODSte1latiODs. " . 
, From  this eramp1e, howeftt"ft Is omtafbly  at... 6at 

we can point out the unspeabble world, and ..... 
vey the idea �f its exlstenee, without helDg ah1e to., 
eaetly.1aGI it fl. We do DOt lmowwhatft .... w. ..... 
cmytbatit fs. To be able to say what it Is ... '-'be 
able to dassify it, but o1mously the -.. fa "... .. • 
whole mu1tfpBclty of things fa cWfneeted ..... 
classified. , 

Thesphereof·cosmIc�fs,I�" 
same as the unspealcabIe world of XoIzybSkl ad. the 
semanticists. It fa Dothing .� fa the UIUIl_ 
of abstract or 1deati0Illll. It Is concnteIy '�"'" 
for this very reason ineffab1e (or unspeabble) .. 
WelDable. -cJosmfo- consaI'ouDeSs fa' a reteue ... 
..tt-eomdoQsness. that fa to say f1UD the Iaecl -beltd  " 
andfeeJfng·that one's orgamsm fa 811 absolute _aep 
.. 'thtDg.:. cIistmet from a � UD1t 011** 
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ception. For if it becomes clear that our use of the lines 
and surfaces of nature to divide the world into units is 
only a matter of convenience, then all that I have called 
myself is actually inseparable from everything. This is 
exactly what one experiences in theSe extraordinary 
moments. It is not that the outlines and shapes which 
we ca1l things and use to delineate things disappear 
into some sort of luminous void. It simply becomes ob
vious that though they may be used as divisions they do 
not really divide. However much I may be impressed 
by the difference between a star and the dark space 
around it, I must not forget that I can see the two only 
in relation to each other, and that this relation is in-

. separable. 
The most astonfs'bing feature of this experience is, 

however, the conviction that this entire unspeakable 
world is -right,- so right that our normal anxieties be
come ludicrous, that if only men could see it they 
would go wild with joy. 

And the king be cutting capers, 
And the priest be picking flowers. 

Quite apart from the difficulty of relating this sensa
tion to the problem of evil and pain, there is the ques
tion of the very meaning of the assertion "All shall be 
well, and all shall be well, and all manner of thing 
shall be well.» I can say only that the meaning of the 
aSsertion is the experience itself. Outside that state of 
consciousness it has DO meaning, so much so that it 
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WGald-'be dIf&cult- 8\feD to believe in it as a reveJatfoil 
without -the act.ual cperteuce. For the � 
makes it perfectly' clear that tbe wholeUDi'ftlrle II 
�gh and through the playiDg of love in Y!JYf!Jty a1aade 
of the wmr. use, from animal lust to diViDe � 
Somehow this includes eveB the holocaust of thebb 
1Ggfcal WDl'Id, where every creature lives by feedmg-. 
others. Our usual picture of this world fsreyened_ 
thateYe1'Y victim is seen as offering itself in sacrJIce. . 

If we are to ask whether t:bIs visiOn is true, we -.., 
tIM ansWer that there' are no deb. things as tntths . .., 
themselves: a tmth is always in relatiOll to a palataf 
View� Fire is hot in relation to skin. The ItrUCtaJ.1t of 
·the world appem as it does in relation to Our orgd 
of sense and our braIDs. Therefore cerbrla a1teratfoDi ta 
the human organhmmay turn it in.to the sort of percIpo 
feat for which. the wtJrld f8 as it is seeD in thir .... . 
But, fn the same way, other.8Iterations will gift 111 dae 
truth of the world as it appears to the scliizophnaic,ut 
to the mind in black depression. 

There Is, however, a possible argumem for the-lOP"" 
rtO.r truth of the -cosmj.c" spenence. Its basis is atmpIy 
that-:DO energy. system can be completely se1f..ccJlltrOl. 
ling without ceasing to DlOVea Control is restraint upaa 
movement, and because'ClODlplete control would' be 
eWiplete restrafnt, control must always be sabmJ",.,.· 
tInilotion if there is to be motfoa,at aB.1D human 1IIImI, 
ttJtal' restraint of moftDIeat." the equiValent of fbtal 
doBbt. of refual to'tnIst 011&. seDI8S or feeliDgs fi., 
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respect, and perhaps its embodiment is the extreme 
catatonic who refuses every motion or communication. 
On the other hand, movement and the release of re
straint are the equivalent. of faith, of committing one
self to the uncontrolled and unknown. In an extreme 
form this would mean the abandonment of oneself to 
utter caprice, and at fIrst sight a life of such indiscrimi
nate faith might seem to correspond to a vision of the 
world in which "everything is right." Yet this point of 
view would exclude all control as wrong, and thus 
there would be no place in it for the rightness of re
straint. An essential part of the "cosmic" experience is, 
however, that the normal restriction of consciousness to 
the ego-feeling is also right, but only and always be
cause it is subordinate to absence of restriction, to move
ment and faith. 

The point is simply that, if there is to be any life and 
movement at all, the attitude of faith must be basic
the final and fundamental attitude-and the attitude of 
doubt secondary. and subordinate. This is another way 
of saying that toward the vast and all-encompassing 
background of human life, with which the philosopher 
aS� is concerned, there must be total affirmation 
and acceptance. Otherwise there is no basis at all for 

caution and control with respect to details in the fore
ground. But it is all too easy to become so absorbed 
in these details that all sense of proportion is lost, 
and for man to make himself mad by trying to bring 
everything under his control. We become insane, un-
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sound, ad wlthout foundation when we lose ccmscroa.;. 
Dess of ad faith in the uncontrolled and ungrasp. 
able background world· which is ultimately what we 
ourselves are. And there 15 a very slight distfnctIoIl, if 
any. between complete, CODSclous faith and love. 
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2 
INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE, 

AND ANXIETY 



FROM the moment of birth it Is emIy a matter 
of weeks for little birds to fly, ducklings to swim, kittens 
to hunt and climb trees, and young ioonkeys to swing 
in the branches. Though these creatures live much 
aborter lives than men, proportionately it 'takes them 
'only a &action of the time required for the·civi1ized 1m
man being to learn the essential arts of • For � 
the mere fact of emteace seems to guarantee the skiDs 
for survival, and one might a1most say that its techniques 
are built into their bodies. But for human beings, sur-' 
viva! in the context of a civilized community demands 
the mastery of an art of thinldng, learning. and clIOosmS 
which takes up about a quarter of the mage span 0{ 
life. FUrthermore, it· seemS that living in a civilized, 
society calls for a way of thinking and acting entirely-dif
ferent from the wap of animals, insects, and plants. ()r. 
dmarily this is called, rather vaguely, the way of intellf. 
.-. .. over a� the way of instiDct. Thadiie.relwe 
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is roughly that action by instinct is spontaneous, whereas 
action by intelligence involves a difficult process of anal
ysis, prediction, and decision. 
, Both forms of action are astonishingly s'ki1Iful, though 
thus far it seems that the way of intelligence is the bet
ter guarantor of survival-at least 1n so far as its appli
cation in technology has increased our 'average life ex
pectancy by some twenty years. But the gains of action 
by intelligence are bought at a price which at times 
seems so heavy that we might ask whether they are 
worth it. For the price of intelligence as we now know 
it is chr�nic anxiety, anxiety which appears to increase 
-oddly enough-to the very degree that human life is 
�bjected to intelligent organization. 

The type of intelligence that we have cultivated 
brings anxiety for at least three principal reasons. The 
first is that intelligent thinking works by dividing the 
world of experience into separate facts and events, sim
ple enough for conscious attention to focus upon them 

one at a time. But there are innumerable ways of divid
ing and selecting for attention the facts and even� 
the data, re�ed for any prediction or decision, apd 
thus when the moment comes for a choice there is al
ways the nmkling doubt that important data may have 
been overlooked. There is therefore no complete assur
ance that an important decision is right. Thus the ever
frustrated effort to gain complete assurance by review
ing the data becomes the special anxiety which we call 

--,a sense of responsibility. The second is that the sense of 
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respo,uibility goes hand ill hand· with a heigb.teo.ed 
sense of being 8n independent individual-a source ()f 
action which caunot depend upon sbnp14t. mstiDct.OI' 
spontaneity for doing the appwpriate thing. The intel
ligent Ulan therefore feels independent of or cut oJf 
from the �st of nature, and ill tryillg. ever frustratedly. 
to figure nature out !Vith sufficient accuracy he acq� 
a feeling of fear and hostility toward weprthingoutside 
his own will and its full controL The third. is that, con
sci(>us attention reviews facts and events in .� 
even though they may be. h!ippening aU together at 
once. Thinking about them in series and making pre
dictions and decisions about the future course of the 
series gives the intelligent man: a vivid aWareness of 
flms. It ap� to him. as a basic life process which he 
DmSt work �ainst. He knows that he must '  calcuJat, 
rapidly to forestall it; though reviewing nature aua1yti
c:allY. piece by piece. is not conducive' to speed., Fur. 
thermore. knoWledge of the future briugs. about em0-
tional' reactions to future events before they happeP. 
and thus anxiety because. for example. one may 'get _ 

sick or Will eventually die. And apparently this does not 
trouble the creatures who act by instinct. 

Now action by intelligence is in a special and,higll 
. degree characteristic of. Western civiliDtion. though 
other civilizations �vedeve1oped it :highly enough. to 
� the same,problem of chronic anxiety. But 
W� civilizatiQil has acquired by far the greatest 
moa..-Of skillin cao.tmlling the course of evema by gr-

I ' 
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ganized intelligence. Yet this appears to have intenst. 
fled rather than abated our anxiety. For to the extent 
that we have analyzed the natural world and the hu. 
man world more thoroughly, to that extent it appears 
to us to be more complicated. The scope of our detailed. 
information about the world is so vast that every Ind!. 
vidual, every responsible source of action, finds it too 
great to master-without depending upon the collabo. 
ration of others who are, however, beyond his controL 
Collaboration requires faith, but faith is an instinctual 
attitude; speaking quite strictly, it is not intelligent to 
trust what you have not analyzed. 

It looks, then, as if there is conflict, contradiction, 
and thus anxiety in the very nature of intelligence. As 
an efficient though slow and laborious means of con· 
scious control, it builds up a body of information too 
complex to be grasped by its own method of reviewing 
events and facts one after another ill series. Machines 
or other people must be trusted to assist: but how much 
must one know, how many facts must one review, be. 
fore deciding to accept a collaborator? Intelligence, 
which � in some sense systematio doubt, cannot pro. 
ceed very far without also having to embrace its polar 
opposite-instinctual faith. So long as intelligence and 
faith seem mutually exclusive this is an impossible con· 
tradiction, for to the degree that intelligence is system. 
atic doubt it cannot trust itself. This is why lack of self. 
confidence is the peculiar neurosis of civilized man, and 
why he elaborates ever more complex arrangements for 
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JegalsafegudfDg,foo1pzpo.6ng, and checling, doubJe. 
cb�)dJ)g. and� every de,cisive aQtion. AI 
of wbich leads to the kind of bureancratic stale!n.ate 
with �hich we are so familiar. (I recaD. � r8centJnal
delat in a department Of the UDivemty of Ca1ifomia 
whate it was impossible to spend twenty-five dollau on 
a supply typist without filling out a ClODlplex form with 
twelve carbons, four of which were illegible.) 

Not emIy the amiety but also the sheer sta1emate and 
parJllysfs ·which often attend strictly intelligent ancl 
DODb)stfnctual action are the Inore important causeJ of 
antl-JnteDectual movements in our societY. IUs through 
impatience and exasperation with such marls that de
DlOC,PICies vote themselves into dictatorships. It is ·ia 

. protest agatnstthe laborious UDDlaDageabiJity of vast 
tecbnical knowledge in literature, paintiDg.and music 
tha,t writers and artists go berserk and 1mB every rule 
.in the Dame of sheer instinctual exuberance. It is in .. 
volt against.the��ble heaps of UDproducti�.pa
per-work that small businesses sell out to big corporao
tioDs. and mdepen4ent professioDal men take rouijne 
salaried jobs without respoDSibility. It is lQ disgust with c 
the compJs organization of the omnipotent re.gi.strar�l 
olBce .  and .� unimaginative pedantry of· the Ph.D. 
course that people of real genius or creative ability ant 
fncre.asingly unable to work in our unlversities.1t is .., 
in.� q£ being able to understand or make any pIO' 
d�� to the highly orgauized. chaos � 

- our po1itico-econ� systeDl that large numbers of peG- -
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pIe simply abandon political and social commitments. 
They just let society be taken over by a pattern of 
organization which is as seH-pro11£erative as a � 
and whose ends and values are neither human nor m
stinctual but mechanicaL And we should: note that a 
self-contradictory system of action breeds forms of re
volt which are contradictory among themselves. 

To some extent it is certainly a manifestation of tlds 
anti-intellectualism that there has recently been. a 
marked increase of Western interest in the philoso
phies and religions of Asia. Unlike Christianity-for 
reasons which we shall explain-these are ways of life 
which seem, above aD, to offer release from conBict and 
anxiety. Their goal is a state of fnner feeling in which 
oppositions have become mutually co-operative instead 
of mutually exclusive, in which there is no longer any 
conHict between the individual man and nature, or 
between intelligence and mstinct. Their view of the 
world is unitary (or, to be quite technical, "nondualfs. 
tic"), and in such a world there is no· absolute 0ver
whelming urgency to be right rather than wrong, or to 
live rather than die. It is, however, quite difficult for us 
to understand this point of view, for the very reason 
that we habitually regard opposites as mutually ex
clusive; like God and the Devil. Because of this, our idea 
of unity and our way of solving conflicts is simply to 
eliminate one of the two- parties. In other words, we 
have difficulty in seeing the relativi� or mutual inter-
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clepeadeJD of contraries. POt"tbfs reason oar riMtlt 
agabt t»� of Jute1Bgsce ate ..m.,. fa ... 
gar of .. gout to fDstinct. -

But this .. the habitual dua1rit\ so1utfa to-tile pr0b
lem of dualism: to solve the c1f1emma by �. oJ! 
ODe Of tile hams. At the same tfmeJ it Is per!up lll .... 
deataDdabJB Ie8Ctfon to tlle coufllct In wtifch W.tma 
mmhas been pJaoed by both Chistfamty and talent. 

" ratfonalfsm Christianity. even .. it fa -1Ulderiaod 6y 
quite thoaghtEul ChrlstiaDs, fa eertain1y DO remeit far  
aniI$ly. In Cbristianlty it matters not Just very"Dmah 
lmt absolntely that one choose good -rather t1ma" eva. 
for one·s etemal destiny depends upOn the decHon. 
Y« to be certam that ODe Is saved is thelfn 01 PI" 
tioa. and to be c:ertafn that one fs Immecl fa die • of 
despair. Lfbwfse God as the rational � of"dIe 
UDlvene stands on-the side Of inte1llgeDce tathef 6ia 
bdnct, and particularly OIl the side of a JmmbJe"" Gir 
seJf-douhting fnteDigence-sfn man has bee pet
verted bt OrIginal sin in aU hfs_facult1es, both·anfmal 
and-mtfOilal To be contrite, repentant, and free from 
pride demands a CiODStant and vigilant revival of the 
COIlffict between one-s better half and •• fmUde per
versity. This is eertain1y a heroic and energ8ticanj facie 
facing discipline. But the more'scmsitiwly and �. 
fully it fs pursued, the more one comes to a paralyds 
of the wilL 'I11e facts -of one·s nature are discoWred to 
be atoundingly complex and sJfppery. cMl masquEacI-
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fng with endless subtlety as good, and construing the 
good as evil. And in this perplexity it still matters abso
lutely that one choose the good. 
- There are two obvious escapes from this dilemma. 
One is to stop being too keenly intelligent and too 
acutely conscious of the facts of one's inner life, and to 
fall back upon an inflexibly formal. traditional. and 
authoritarian pattem of thought and action-as if to 
say, just do the right thing. and don't be sophisticat
edly psychological about your motives. Just obey, and 
don't ask questions." This is called sacrifiCing the pride 
of the mtellect But here we find ourselves in another 
dilemma, for the religion of simple obedience soon tot
ters toward empty formalism and moral legalism with 
no heart in it, the very Pharisaism against which Christ 
railed. The other escape is into a romanticism of the in
atincts, a glorification of mere impulse ignoring the 
equally natural gift of will and reason. This is actually a 
modem' form of the old practice of seIling one's soul 
to the Devil-always a possible release from anxiety 
and conflict because damnation could at least be cer
tain. 

Hinduism and Buddhism have recognized that man's 
path is a razor's edge and that there is no real escape 
£rom the great conflicts of feeling and action. Yet, un
like most forms of Christianity. they do envisage. not an 
escape, but a resolution of the conflict within this pres
ent life. Their answer is, moreover. deceptively close 
to the "anything goes" attitude of instinctual romanti-
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• at"tlds fa true oldie mcnpObmd ..al. 
ward 'fOaDI' oftWrdocl ..... wIdch • 'JaIl dale � 
Jag 10 Dl1Ieh appeal to tile West. FOr ttaer do ... 
teach'that good and evil. p1euuIe aDd paID, JIfe .a  
death am Dratuany tnterdependenf, aDa tbatthelefl a 
Taos a way ofDature or a balance of� fram1rMcia 
we can Dever actually � tIt04fJ.1 -' 
may act from a lfmite<l pofntof Wrw. r '  

Yet thefr grasp of the mutuality of opposites Is b 
'1Bitely more thomugh than tIIat of our romantkMwfth 
lds ezclusive valuation of precipitate and' UDCBlcaIata! 
action. 'l'be dffBcuJt and subtle pomt whtcb. the roiDaia
ticist mfsses and wldch, on the other ememe, the JtrfCt 
frde1Iectual ratiaDaliat cannot: understand at aD, Is that 
If. actlo.n and edstence is in accoM with the undevl
ating TaO or way of Datore, no spedal means ormetDodl 
are required' to '  bring thfs .accord fnto 'being. IIi t1ae 
language of Zen, such means are "egs OIl a siJa1Ce::..;r 
lJre1evancies-and these fnclude � the chalot; of 
fmpulslYe rather than reffective and inte1lfgcmt da.D. 

, The romanticfit advertises hfs tgnorance of the' Tao fa 
the vtJrY act of tryfng to be spontaneous, and of "J.'ffIfei
rmg the so-called natmU and fDstfnctaal to the �, 
cIaland intelligent. 

' , 

To overcome the confIfctbetween fnte1Jigence anct .... 
stInct it is ,first necessuy to understand, or at Jeaat.fIn,. 
ape, a point of view. 'or perhaps a state of mfDd, 
which is experlentfaI rather than inte11�' kfnc1 
ci£ ieDsation rather than a set of ideas. When pat into 
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words. this sensation is always paradoxic� but in ex
perience it is not paradoxical at aU. Everyone who has 
felt it has always felt at the same time that it is totally 
simple and clear. However. I think the same is true of 
all our sensations. There see1DS to be no paradox in de
scr1bing our more ordinary sensations because everyone 
has had them, and the listener always knows what you 
mean. There is no problem in understanding me when 
I say, "I see light because of the sun." But it is also true 
that the sun is light because I see-because, in other 
words, light is a f'elationship between the eyes and the 
sun, and the description of relationships always tends 
to sound paradoxical. When the earth collides with a 
meteor, we can say either that the meteor ran into the 
earth or that the earth ran into the meteor. Whichever 
we say depends upon an arbitrary frame of reference, 
and so both statements are true, even though apparently 
contradictory. 

In the same way it is only appaf'ently contradictory to 
describe a sensation in which it seems that whatever I 
do freely and intelligently is at the same time com
pletely determined, and vice versa. It seems that abso
lutely everything both inside and outside me is happen
ing by itself, yet at the same time that I myself am do
ing all of it, that my separate individuality is simply a 
function, something being done by everything which is 
not me, yet at the same time everything which is not 
me is a function o( my separate individuality. Ordi
narily we can see the truth of these seemingly paradoxi-
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eat fee1fnp if we tat. tJag. l8pllateiy,.jf .... loot at 
.. wIIhuut: 1cding tlmn1taDeoad.1 11t tile ot1aiet. t1iII. 
II"". for ft!!8IIIlPIe. the ." ....... Ior'free _01- .. 
..,... .. jh.fsm _ eqaa1lY'COgeatt1MJngh 181 af,,* __ 
I,\'adfctory. '.Ole same goes b a1moat all the JI8Iit'" 
... of Western � naJJsts· agaIIIIt d&e 
DQlDfnalisb, the tdeaUsts agalnst ·the JDaterIa1fn, . .
, ., aD. We. get into CODIfcts aDd debates abdat daeIe 
problems'because OlD' language and·OlD' war of't11t6-
IDg 818 aomewhat clumsy in thefr gnsp  of re1atbp.,... 
In other wom., because it Is much .... for us to lie' 
� as mutuaUy'ucluslvo thaD as �ByfDlllll\o' 
� 

,"'·seasatkm I am byfDg to .desmt1;e Is the � 
ace of �gs and events m relatIooihtp, as dtiFlfnct 
hB the pattial cpezf.eIbs of tlJiDgs aDd .,.. III 
I8J.IUdaD. I lIaw sometimes said that if we ... 
tnmdate the modem Westem theory of � faio
� we shoa1d haw what the a.fbese-ad dte 
Indf.m. call the Absolute-as Whcm they say that tMIi:1' 
thfIig Wldch happeas is the Tao, or that an tliingaare of 
ODe -1OC1mess.- What they mean Is that aU thJDgs ae  
in re1atfaD; and thus that-amsldered simply by .... 
-aD thfDg, DO ew.nt, has any realit;y. There seem to be 
relatbelyfew people, even in the clvilfutions ofAlla,' . 
for·wJaD JelatfoDshfp is an actual 1eDSItkm. 09W 'aDd
above a mere idea. The aIIIfety 'WhIch comes abt 
tJuoagh the CODfIict of fntelBgeaee with fDstfnct, ofiDaa 
_ the ecm.ciowI .. Wi1l with D&ture. both iB ad ..... 
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Idm, does not seem to me to have any solution unless 
we can actually feel relationship, .unless it is a matter of 
clear sensation that as determined beings we are free, 
and that as free beings we are determined. For if we 
can feel this way. it will �ot appear that the use of will 
and intelligence is a conBict with our natural environ
ment and endowment. 

It is surely obvious that how you do tldngs depends 
crucially upon how you feel If you feel inwardly iso
lated from the natural world, your dealings with it will 
tend to be hostile and aggressive. It'is not so much a 
matter of what you do as of bow you do it, not so 
much the content as the style of action adopted. It is 
easy enough to see this in leading or persuading other 
people. for one and the same communication may have 
qUite opposite results according to the style or feeling 
with which it is given. Yet this is equally true in deal
ing with inanimate nature and with our own inner 
nature-with our instincts and appetites. They will. 
yield to intelligence much more agreeably to the extent 
that we feel ourselves to be one with them, or. to put it 
in another way, to be in relationship to them. to have 
the unity of mutual interdependence. 

Furthermore, the sensation of relationship simply 
w�pes out those special anxieties of the intelligence 
which come about as a result of the exaggerated feeling 
of individual responsibility of choice and of working 
against time. For this is the sensation which, however 
larbled and perverted. is the impulse underlying the 
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great xeli&fouS traditlaDs of the'wor1d--the ieDsatfon Of 
basic IDseJ?arabiIfty from the total 1lDlftne, ofthe.f&Iii. 
lity of o",ls own self with t1Ie Cleat Self beaeath • 
that edsts.  . 

> Why, then, do we not feel re1atfoDshlpP Why Is 6e 
mutual fnterdependence 'between ourselves and the'" 
temal �ld not the most -obvious and dorDfnaDt fact 
of CODScloumess? Why do We not see that the world· ... 
try to control, our whole fDDer' and outer Da.tUral en
vffumnent, Is precisely that which gives us'the power to 
eoiltrol anything? It is because _ look at thfngI,sep. 
DteJy fDstead of simultaneously. When we arebaly trr
IDg to control or Change our cf!cumsbmoes, We Ipn 
and' aTe Ui1CoDSC1ous of the depeadence of oat .... 
adIou.mea and energy upon �e outer 'WOrld. __ 
em the other hand, we are oppressed by circamst'8n<!eI 
and feel controlled by the' outer world, we 'fo1'get that 
out very own CODSCIoasness fa bringing that wodd,� 
befDg. For, as I said, the IUD. is light because'then ..,.  
eyes to see it�ises because there are ears to hear 
them. bald facts because there Is so!t skin to feel them. 
But this is an unfamOfar point of view, ad at once _  
dlldaJm it, sayfng, ·Oh, but I didn't � my coao. 
scIoasDess, my eyes, -my ears, and my sensitive aWn! 
ney' 'were given to '  me by my father and mother� at 
perhaps by God.. 

' 
, 

BUt should we not. then, make the tame dfJcJafmer 
when tldngs are going well, and when the toDscloat 
... Dect Is busy pushfng the unlveao Uo1mdP � 
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more, if my CODSCiousness is something which I do DOt 
fully control, something given to me by my parents, 
who or what is the T which "'has- this consciousness? 
Who am I if not this consciousness which I have just 
disclaimed? Surely it is obvious that there is no sort of 
little man inside us who has or who owns this conscious
ness on trust. This is a figment of speech taken too seri
ously. If, therefore. consciousness ceases to ignore it
self and becomes fully self-conscious, it discovers two 
things: ( 1) that it controls itself only very slightly, 
and is thoroughly dependent on other things-father 
and mother. extemal nature, biolOgical processes. God, 
or what you will, and (z) that there is no little man in
,side. no , .. who owns this consciousness. And if that is 
so, if I do not own my consciousness, and if there is even 
no "me" to own it. to receive it, or to put up with it, 

who on earth is there to be either the victim of fate or 
the master of nature? "What is troubling us," said Witt
genstein, "is the tendency to believe that the mind is 
like a little man within.-

Now if we examine the records of mystical experience, 
or of what I am now calling the experience of relation
ship. we shall find that, time and time again, it is con
nected with "spiritual poverty" -that ' is to say. with 
giving up the ownership of everything, including one
sell or one's consciousness. It is the total abandonment 
of proprietorship on the external world of nature and 
the intemal world of the human organism. This does 
not come about through the virtue of the � through 
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_ . .... � wtifch ill . ..,. ... . JIOt OM'. owa. 
It __ .. __ die iDSigIat tJ.t .. .  DO � .  
etor, DO imler CODtroDer. This becomes evident u � ,  
as the c:onsdousDesI which has felt itself to .be the, ... 
nercontroller starts to eumine itself. and Snds out that 
it does not giVe itself the power of CODtrol. Its push Is 
nature's pulI; it is a loop in an ea.dless knot, where a 
pull from the right Is a push £rom the left. 

When it thus becomes clear that I own DOthIng. not 
even what .J have called myself. it is u If, to use at. . 
Paul'. words, I bad. DOthing but possessed aU thbap. . 
When I can �o more identify myself with that JittJe 
man iaside, there is nothing left to identify witb--c-. .  
cept. everythingl 'Ihere is.no longer the alightest CQIIo. 
tradiction betweeD. feelingJike a leaf 011 a st:reaJQ. and . 
throwiDg oae's whole energy mto respcmsfhJe actioD, for 
the push 1$. the pul1. And thus in USing .fateIligenoe 10 
chaage what has hitherto been the course of �0D8 

. has the :re8IizatioD that this is a new bend. the � 
an4 that the whole flood of the lltreamis behlndit. 

AU that I have beea describing is a subjective feelIag. 
It gives no speciDo �on as to what is or·ts ·DOt & 
proper use of intelligence in varying the oourse of D8Io 
tore-which must alwayS be a matter of opinion and of 
trial and error. What it does give is what I feel to be a 
correct apprehension of the continuum, of the context, 
in which we are working. and this seep1S to me to be 
prior to, basic to. the problem of what exactly is to be 
dono. Much as we discuss the latter quostioD, is it roaJ1y 
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sensible to do so until we are more aware of the context in which action is to be taken? 'l1lat context is our rela
tionship to the whole so-called objective world of na
ture-and relationship as something concrete, as more . 

than an abstract and theoretical positioning of billiard 
balls, is practically screened out of consciousness by 
our present use of intelligence. 

Just as the study of natural history was first an elab
orate classification of the separate species and only re
cently involved ecology, the study of the interrelation 
of species, so intelligence as a whole is at first no more 
than a division of the world into things and events. This 
overstresses the independence and separateness of 
things, and of ourselves from them, as things among 
things. It is the later task of intelligence to appreciate 
the inseparable relationships between the things so di
vided, and so to rediscover the universe as distinct from 
a mere multiverse. In so doing it will see its own limita
tions, see that intelligence alone is not enough-that it 
cannot operate, caIJDot be intelligence, without an ap
proach to the world through instinctual feeling with its 
possibility of knowing relationship as you know when 
you drink it that water is cold. 



3 
ZEN AND THE PROBLEM 

OF CONTROL 



As we Dow bow him, the human belDg seems 
to be. a trap set to catch himIe1f. Though this has doubt
less � true for thousands of years.' !t has  reaently 
been accentuated in a  peculiar way by man·, suddea 
c1evelopment, through science -and .tecJmo1ogy. of 10 
many new meaDS of controDfng JriJnMlf ad hit en
vJmDment. In the early days of modem. ICfence the 
Iltuation was lea obvious, for the app1fcation of solen
tific controls to Dature an4 to ourselves· Beemed ·10· be 
IOmething that we could extend inde8niteJY alOng wide . 
and unobstructed roads. But today, after . the· Second 

. World War and past the.middle of tile tftDtieth cen
tury. the mag in the .problem of conbol iS beginning 
to make itself obvious in almost 8Vf!IlY field of man·, 
actMty. It .fs, � at its very cJ.eaftIIt in the sci
__ of cammunfceticw which iDclude. atud:y.of the dr-
D8IDb of GO!1bol. ad  also in psycho1ogy, the ICieaoe 
whichdeaJlJDGltiDtfmllelywitJlmaaWF .eIf. 
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In its simplest and most basic form-of which aU its 
other forms are just extensions and exaggerations-the 
problem is this: man is a self-conscious and therefore 
self-controlling organism, but how is he to control the 
aspect of himself which does the controlling? All at
tempts to solve this problem seem to end in a snarl, 
whether at the individual level or at the social. At the 
individual level the snarl manifests itself in what we 
call acute self-consciousness, as when a public speaker 
frustrates himself by his very eHort to speak wen. At 
the social level it manifests itself as a loss in freedom 
of movement increasing with every attempt to regulate 
action by law. In other words, there is a point beyond 
which self-control becomes a form of paralysis-as if I 
wanted Simultaneously to throw a ball and hold it to its 
course with my hand. 

Technology, which increases the power and range of 
human control, at the same time increases the intensity 
of these snarls. The apparent multiplication of psycho
logical disorders in our technological culture is perhaps 
due to the fact that more and more individuals find 
themselves caught in these snarls-in situations which 
the psychiatric anthropologist Gregory Bateson has 
called the "double-bind" type, where the individual is 
required to make a decision which at the same time he 
�ot or must not make. He is called upon, in other 
words, to do something contradictory, and this is usu� 
ally within the sphere of self-control, the sort of con
tradiction epitomized in the title of a well·known book. 
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y",,)ltuf Btlt&,Need ftvbe said � the � for  
� m � is iDoaDsISteIlt with the �and far  
�m -ro1az"P 

Now it is of gzeat JDtarest that we C8DIlOt eifectively 
tWDk. about self-control without. makmg a separatioa 
betlNCi4 the controller and the controUed, even whe:P.
u the wold -self-control" hnplies the two are ODe and 
the ..me. This lies bObmd the· � conception 
of man as a cloubJA, or. divided being Composed of ·  a 
higMr self and a lower, of reason and � mind 
8Dcl body, a,phit and�, voluntary cd fnvo11l1lWy, 
aupl and an� So conceived, man is,never actually 
se1f..caLtrolBug.·It is rather that one part « lm'beJng 
ccmtro1a 8DOther, 10 � what is requh'ecl of the coa
boIiDg part II that it eDrt its fuDe.st eiart and ot8u
wise be freely and wdDhib1tedly itself. AJad. the con. 
Q8pIbI. is.n very well-until it ms.. Then wllo or what 
is to bhfmeP Was.the lower. eontro1lecl le1f too strong. 

-or·  was the hlgher.. coutro1lmg alf too weak? If the 
formao, man as the controller C8DIlOt be blamed. If the 
Ja.tt..., �g mast be clone to couect the wea1mess. 
But this IIleIIDS, in other words,.that the higher. � 
JiDg ae1f must centrol-lf-or • we must·posit a still 
lafgber self avaJJabJe to step in and CODtml the qQUtroller. 
Yet thfI C&:4l go on forever. ' 

'l1le problem fs well JDustrated fD. the amstIan the
f1l1 of vJrtue,. which for eenturiea has put In iDuneDs<t 
�biD4 on WeJtem D)an. T.he greatest CQinman� 
meDt is that -rhou " love the 1«4�. God'"� 
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note the addition-"with aU thy heart; and all thy soul, 
and all thy mind." How can such a commandment be 
obeyed? The addition implies that it is not enough to 
think and act as if I loved God. I am not asked to pre
tend that I love. I am asked really to mean it, to be 
completely sincere. Jesus' whole condemnation of the 
Parisees was that they obeyed the law of God insincerely 
-with their lips and hands, but not with their hearts. 
But, if the heart is the controller, how is it to convert 
itseHP If I am to love sincerely, I must love with my 
whole being, with unhindered spontaneity. But this 
amounts to saying that I must be.spontaneous, and con
trolled or willed spontaneity is a contradiction! 

Christian theology has attempted to clarify the prob
lem by saying that the heart cannot convert itself with
out the help of God, without divine grace, a power' 
that descends from above to control the controller. But 
this has never been a solution because it is really a post
ponement of the solution, or a repetition of the same 
problem at another level. For if I am commanded to 
love God, and if obeying the commandment requires 
God's grace, then I am commanded to get God's grace. 
Once again, I am com.nnmded to control the controller 
who, in this case, is God. Or to put it in still other terms, 
I am commanded to lay myseH open to the influence of 
God"s grace. But will I truly lay myself open if I do it 
halfheartedly? Alid if I have to do it wholeheartedly, 
must I no� have the grace to lay myself open to graceP 
This, too, can go on forever. 
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The pofDt which· emerges hem is that the problem·of 
self�trol is Dotmade any �,'but rather the coil
truy, by splitting the self into two parb-tmd it mat- . 
tea not whether the self in qUestton be the human or
gudIm or the whole UDfvene. ThIs is why aU typea:·of 
dualrstic pIUIosophy are ultimately UDSatisfactory" eveD 
though we do DOt seem to be able to think effectlve1y 
aboUprobIems of. control wttllout resorting to dualism. 
For if � human organism does not have a separate 
controJBng part, if the higher self Js limply the same .. 
tBe lower, lelf�tro1 must seem to ourdua1fstio way of 
tbmliug 81 DnpossibIe as trying to maloa a finger pofIlt 
at its own. tip. We might argue tAat self-control .. _ 
tlluslon and. that man's organism fs a completely deter
-mined maChine. But the arguIIiellt is actuaUy .. -coa. 
tradfctory. For when a machine states that it .  a ... 
cJdne, it is �g that P; is able to obsena ftse1f .... 
and Once agafn we"have the apparent absurdity of tile 
Bnger pofDting at itJelf. In other wordr, to assert that 
! am not �pab1e of self-control at 0DC8 Implies a � 
ure of seJf-bowledge, se1f-observatioD, aad, to t1Iat de
gree, of self-control. The human predicameDt seems to 

. be a trap whIcheVer way we look at iIP-4f to deny BDII. 
self-cwscm.um- 'is to assert Itt and·. to assert it, 'u 
seems fnevltable, is to be Glught fIL a  pamdox lDd  ... 
wived. in a dou.,1e-bind. . 

The diviliOn of man into higher and lower ... does 
not cI&my the problem of self-control; 'b«lause it Ie
.... a uiefal dtscription of the d,)'D8lDiel caf � 
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only so long as the (higher) will 8Ucceecls In mastering 
the (lower) feelings. But when the will fails and needs 
somehow to strengthen itself or transform itself from 
ill-will to good, the dualistic description of man is not 
only useless but confusing. For it is a way of thinking 
which divides man from himself at the very moment 
when he needs "to get with himself." That is to say, 
when the will is struggling with itself and is in conHict 
with itself it is paralyzed, like a person trying to walk 
in-two opposite directions at once. At such moments the 
will has to be released from its paralysis in rather the 
same Vf8.y that one turns the front wheel of a bicycle 
in the direction in which one ,is falling. Surprisingly, to 
the beginner, one does not lose control but regains it. 
The moralist, like the beginning bicyclist, can never be
lieve that turning to the direction in which one's will is 
faDing will bring about anything but a complete moral 
fall Yet the unexpected psychological fact is that man 
cannot control himself unless he a�epts himself. In 
other words, before he can change his course of action 
he must first be sincere, going with and not against his 
nature, even when the immediate trend of his nature is 
toward evil, toward a falL The same is true in sailing a 
boat, for when you want to sail against the direction of 
the wind, you do not invite con£l.ict by turning straight 
into the wind. You tack against it, keeping the wind in 
your sails. So, also, in order to recover himself the auto
moblle driver must turn in the direction of a skid. 

Our problem is that our long indoctrination in duaJis. 
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. tfcttLfn\fng _made itllmatterof common ... tItat . 

we .  can ccilDtrol our .nature oAly by . pg agaiDst> it. 
·But this ,is the :same·Ia1se·· common' sease ,which" urges 
th. driver to tum�against the sldi:1. To maintain coatml 
.. ehave to leamaew-� Just as In the art of fulo 
onelnUSt leamnot to zesista fall .. . attack but to COD
troI it by.lWlDgfDg with it Nowjfltlo Is a direct appJioa-

, , tiDa to  w:restJmg of the Zen 'and ,Taoist philosop1ij of 
.� of not � oneself agatnst nature, Of 'DOt 

� beiDg In froDtal opposition to the directbl of thinp. 
'1'be:objective of the Zen way of life is tbe'experieDce 
of awakenfng or eaJightemnent (tnsigbJ:, we .hoaId ray 
III current psychological jargon). ID wldchman ...,.. 
from the paralysis. the doubleobfnd, In which the .... 
tfc idea of ·selfoClODtroland self-couclousDess. iDVolteI ,  
hUn. In this experieDce man' overcomes hit feeIing'Of 
diWdednea at 1IepUIlteness-l1()t Cmly from' bfmpdf·8I 
the higher contro1lmg self agamst the lower ·controDecJ . 

. ,. self, but also ·  from th8 total UDivene of othet people 
and thing.. The interest of Zen . fs  that it ·provida,a 
11Dfquely simpLJ'8nd olassic'eumple of a way of RCIOft 
Dizlng. and dissolving the · caafJic:t or CODtradictiall, of 
se1f-eonscfousness. 

Tlle student of Zen Is confronted by a master .. 11o .. 
Jdmse1f aperie.oced �wakeniag, .d is in the best __ 
of the expression' a completely natmal maD.. For tJae 
adept in Zen is ODe who manages to behuman wfth  die 
same artless gmce and absence of ·  mDer conSict with 
whtch a tree Ja a tree;. Sudi a man Js likened to a ball m 
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a mountain stream, which is to say that he cannot be 
blocked, stopped, or embarrassed in any situation. He 
never wobbles or dithers in his mind, for though he may 
pause in overt action to think a problem out, the stream 
of his consciousness always moves straight ahead with
out being caught in the vicious circles of anxiety or in
decisive doubt, wherein thought whirls wildly around 
without issue. He is not precipitate or hurried in action, 
but simply continuous. This is what Zen means by be
ing detached-not being without emotion or feeling, 
but being one in whom feeling is not sticky or block� 
and through whom the experiences of the world pass 
like the reflections of birds :flying over water. Although 
possessed of complete inner freedom, he is not, like the 
libertine, in revolt against social standards, nor, like the 
self-righteous, trying to justify himself. He is all of a 
piece with himself and with the natural world, and in 
his presence you feel that without strain or artifice he is 
completely "all here" -.sure of himself without the 
slightest trace of aggression. He is thus the grand sei
gneur, the spiritual aristocrat comparable to the type of 
worldly aristocrat who is so sure of the position given 
to him by birth that he has no need to condescend or 
put on airs. 

Confronted by su� an example, the ordinary Zen 
student feels totally uncouth and ill at ease-particu
larly because his situation as student requires him to try 
to respond to the master with the same unhesitating 
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ana � Mtut8.1Dea. Worse stf1l,'the g'IIBI
bb to which he Jiiust.reSpOad ale 1cocItv or problem
questions which'are deslgnedto plmik him straight fDtO 
cJoub1e.bfna situatioriL A typfcal iotm is. -show me ,.... 
orfgfDaI 'flee which jOn ·had befoIe -your father _ 
mot:flea' concelved yout .. Show me-in .other .� 
your genuine, deepest self, not'the self wIdcb � 
011 family and condttiamB� OIl learBing  or � 
01' any kind of artISce. < 

Obviously, a CODSCfousJy p1annecl and thoug'ht-oat 
rmswer wiD. not do, for this wfIl spring from the stu&intl 
c:iUltrir8lly C()Jlditfoned 'ego, '£rpm the pisonBl- mIe 
Which 'he IS playing. Thus no deltben.te or wiJJac1 Je. 
spbDse will 8DSW8L" the problem. '1iDee thk Will shoW 
oDly the acqutrec1'se1f. On the other,hand; the oa1y at- '  
temative 1D1cier the 'cirCumStances -wm be for the __ 
dent to try to mike a.xesponfe whfch' fs wllolly eponta
neous and unpxemeditdecL'But here fs tbe  doubJe.I,fD.d. 
Justify to ,be natUrall' A $lUdeDt once asbd one,of _ 
old Chinese masters, '"What fs the Wayr He � 
-Your ordinary -[that Is, natural] :anfIld ft the W..,.-
-Sow,- cdntbraed the student, -am: I to aocord with ttr 
-when you frg to &coGrd with tt,- said the master, .,... 
deviate from It.- This means, too, that it wi1l be _ ' 
good for the student not to by, for this·WilI stiD be  fn.i. 
� u4 thus an indfrect way of trying. l1nmw, 
theSe ciIctIJDIt:aDceS most studeats are nonplussed _ 
hbbd for a ccmaIdenble leDgth of ,,� '* wheD 
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asked to act without controlling themselves they are 
faced. with their own acting and existiDg and so para
lyzed by self-consciousness. 

In this predicament, the student discovers that so 
long as he is aware of himself he cannot-obviously
be unself-conscioUs. When he tries to forget himself. 
he remembers that he is trying to forget. On the other 
hand, when he does forget himself by absorption m 
everyday affairs, he :6nds that he is carried away by 
affairs and that he is responding to them not sponta
neously but by socially conditioned habit. He is just 
unconsciously acting his role, and still not showing his, 
original face. The master will not let him escape into 
this unconsciousness, for every confrontation with the 
student reminds him pain£ully of his awkward self. By 
these means the student is at last convinced that his ego. 
the self which he has believed himself to be, is nothing 
but a pattern of habits or artificial reactions. Strain as it 
will, there is nothing it can do to be natural, to let go of 
itself. 

At this point the student feels himself to be a com
plete and abject failure. His acquired personality, his 
learning and knowledge seem-at least for this pur� 

pose-worthless. Hitherto, be it remembered, he has 
been trying-or trying not to try-to show his genuine 
self, to act in perfect sincerity. He now knows beyond 
any shadow of doubt that he cannot do it; somehow it 
must happen by itself. He finds, then, that he has no al· 
ternative but to be, to �ccept, the awkward, self-ccm-
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idous, ana ecmditioned creature that he fa. But, � , 
too. he runs lnto an apparent" contradictlon. poOl' the 
fdea of accepting oneself is another doubJe.bInd.' 0D.e. 
self hicludes �bJectlODS and � iO 

, onesetf-and thus one fs asked  to accept ODe'S DOko
Cepting. Let your miDd alone: let it tldnk � • 
JlbL But one of the things fflibs is mterferlng 't!itlt 
Itself. Or look at it 'the. other way around. As a Zen stu
deBt he lias been Ineditatfng, spendiag hoUrs byfng to 
keep his mind stiI1, concentrating only on the � or 
on his breathing.' and cutting out dfstraCting thouglltS. 
But this II the blind leading the blind, for the mf:4d � 
Deeds to be controlled is the one that does the CIii-, 
trolling. Thought is trying to drive out thought. ,  ' , 
, At thfsmoment there is a sudden lash Of � 

cal lfghtDfng. What should have been obviOus aU the 
, time has leaped Into full clarlty, and the' student roDS 

'to his master · and, without 'the least diftlculty�. shOWs 
him his -original face." What happened? All this·_ 
the student � been paralyzed by the Ingrabied ocXl
vfction that he was one thing, and brs Dnnd, or t:Iioughta, 
or aensatloDs, another. Thus when f� with  \ftNIeJf, 
he bad always felt split fD. two-unable to shoW hfm. 
se1f aU  of a piece, without contradiction. But 'ncnt '� 
has suddenly become a self-evittent feeling that '� 
it no separate thfnker who "has» 01' who controlt t1ia 

. thoughts. ThiDlcer and thoughts are the same. AftS. 
aa u  you begfn to Jet your Diind think what ' it � 
the Bext JnOmeDt it wants to interfere With itself. 8O'J8t ' 
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it do that. So long as you let it think what it wants at 
each successive moment, there is absolutely no effort, 
no di££iculty, in letting it go. But the disappearance of 
the effort to let go is precisely the disappearance of the 
separate thinker, of the egl> trying to watch the mind 
without interfering. Now there is nothing to try to do, 
for whatever comes up moment by moment is accepted, 
including .not-accepting. For a second the thinker seems 
to be responding to the flow of thought with the im
mediacy of a mirror image, and then suddenly it dawns 
that there is no mirror and no image. There is simply 
the flow of thought-one after another without inter
ference-and the mind really knows itself. There is no 
separate mind which stands aside and looks at it. 

Furthermore, when the dualism of thinker ana 
thought disappears so does that of subject and object. 
The individual no more feels himself to be standing 
back from his sensations of the external world, just as 
he is DO longer a thinker standing back from . his 
thoughts. He therefore has a vivid sense o£ himself as 
identical with what he sees and hears, so that � sub
jective impression comes into accord with the physical 
fact that man is not so much an organism In an environ
ment as an organism-environment relationship. The re
lationship is, as it were, more real than its two terms, 
somewhat as the inner unity of a stick is more solid 
than the difference of its two ends. 

The human being who has realized this unity is no 
longer a trap set to catch itself. For self-consc1ousness 
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Is DO more a state. of being in two minck, which, f'ortat. 

, tously. enough. aJio IDI!taDS a state of indecision ,aDd -
dither and psychic paralysis. This is w�t self� 
ness becomes when we try to handle it duaUstiaJ1y • .  

taking as real the conventions of thought .and. speech. 
which separate ., .. &ODl "myself," as well as mimi 
from body, spirit from· matter, knower from 1mowD. ID 
separation, the self I know is neve!' the ODe I aeecl to 
bow, and the one I control is never the one I Deed iD 
�troL Politically, this dualism -is manifested in the 
�ation of the government or the state from the pe0-
ple, which occw:s even in. a demOcracy, a supposedly 
self-governing comm�ty. But govermDe-nts and � 
�ve to exist when people �ve no inner feeling of.tbek 
IIOlidarity with· 'others, when human society is DOthlDg 
more than an abstract term for a collection of mdivid
UaJ......divided from each other because each 0De · 1II 
divided from bjrnWf. ,. In the Eastern world, Zen· and other meaDS of .. 
ting man free from his own clutches have been the cca
cern. only of snall minorities. In the West, WAere we 
believe in, or are at least committed to, the dissemina
tion of knowledge to alI, we have no Zen masters. wUh 
whom t� study. Yet in this we may have an ·ad� .. 
fo.r the separation of master frC)Dl student is �. 
fomi of the duality of the controller and the � 
which-obviously-would ·not have to edst If the GI'* 
ganism-environment called man WEn truly self..coatrol. 
ling. This is why, in Zen, the master does DOt· • .".." 
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teach the student anything, but forces him. to Bnd out 
for himself, and, furthennore, does not think of himself 
as a master, since it is only from the standpoint of the 
unawakened student that there are masters. We are 
forced to find out for ourselve�, not by masters, but by 
their absence, so that there is no temptation for us to 
lean on others. It is true that the Japanese Zen student 
has the presence of the master's naturalness to embar
rass him. But cannot we be embarrassed by our very 
natural environment of sky, earth, and water, as by the 
marvel of our own bodies, into making a response, into 
acting in a way that is commensurate with their splen
dor? Or must we continue to buffet them blindly with 
bulldozers, fancying ourselves as the independent con
trollers and conquerors of what is, after all, the greater 
and perhaps better half of ourselves? 

It is not my pwpose here, nor is it really in the_spirit 
of this whole point of view, to indicate the specifio 
things which should be done to bring about some tech
nological application of this new feeling of man's rela-

_ tion to nature, both within and without his own organ
ism. For what is important is not the particular things 
to be done but the attitude-the inner feeling and dis
position-of the doer. What is needed is not a new kind 
of technique but a new kind of man, for as an old 
Taoist text says, "When the wr�)Dg man uses the right 
means, the right means work in the wrong way." And 
the task of developing a new kind of man is not as diffi
cult as it seems once we are disabused of the idea that 
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self-change and seH-control are no more a matter of con
flict between higher and lower natures, of good int� 
tions against recalcitrant instincts. The problem is to 
overcome the ingrained disbelief in the power of win
ning nature by love, in the gentle (ju) way (do) of 
turning with. the skid, of controlling ourselves by cg. 
operating with ourselves • 

• 
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it for himself. As Plotinus said. it is "'a fllght of the alone to 
the Al�," and as an old Zen poem says: 

If you do not get it from youuslf_ 
Whers will you fP for itP 

Fundamentally. this is in a sense the position of the whole 
Zen Buclclhi8t tradition. Strictly spetiking. there are no Zen 
masters because Zen has nothing to teach. From the earliest 
times those who haoe experienced Zen Moe always re
pulsed would-be di8cipZes. not fust to test their sincerity. but 
to gioe fair warning . that the experience of awakening 
(satori) is not to be found by seeking. and is not in any case 
something that can be acquired or cultivated. But seekers 
have persi8tently refused to take this "Nor for an answer, 
and to this the Zen sages have responded with a kind of 
judo. Realizing the uselessness of just telling the Beeker � 
86eking wiU not find, they have replied with counterquea
tiona (koan) which haoe the effect of exciting the effort of 
86eking until it explodes with its own force, so that the stu
dent realizes the foUy of seeking for himself--1U)t fust ver· 
ba1ly-but through to the very marrow of his bones • .At this 
point the student "has" Zen. He knows himself to be one 
with aU. for he is no longer separating himself from the um. 
verse by seeking something from it. 

On the BUrface. this looks like a master-cli8ciple relation. 
ship. But essentially it is what Buddhists call upaya Of' 
·skillful means.'" sometimes known as "giving a yellow leaf 
to a child to stop it crying for golcl." In the course of cen. 
furies. however. the process of refusal and counterquestion. 
ing has become increasingly formal. Temples and institutions 
have arisen where it may be carriecl on, and these have in 
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twn creoted problems of OWMf'Ihip. � _ dis • .  

cf.pllM compelUng Zen- BcultlJainn to -tlMlmlJ -1M form of 4 
tnulitional hlerarchy. ln the Far EQI fhI.r hai gone on for 10 -
long thot fI 18 parr of tM la�. and .oms of ita dl8tuf,. 
�e.r aN offset by the fact tMt if aeBm8 perfectly ntJtuni. 
There iI nOthing B%Otic or "8p6c1iir about fl. Ewm organkIJ. 
tIoM can grow naturally. But it ..,.,.. to tJW t1aot t1uJ 
Ir'tlmplanttJllon of thil nyle of Zen to the Wut would be 
com"'ely arUficial. If would limply become another of 1M
nt.nnerOU$ cult orgrmUationg with their 8pirituIJl claimI. 
fJe.rtcd 'ntere.rf8. and "'n-fI'OU'PB- of followera. with the tuldI
flontil disadvantage of the mob appeal of being G -.,.,;g 
-*tic- form of � Let Zen 8OtI1c into the w.-. 
forrntllly. like thB � of taa. We caR tUg_ " ".". -
fhat fDfI!I. 



IT is as difficult for Anglo-Saxons as Ior the Jap
anese to absorb anything quite so Chinese as Zen. For 
though the word "Zen" is Japanese and though Japan is 
now its home, Zen Buddhism is the creation of Tang 
dynasty China. I do not say this as a prelude to harping 
upon the incommunicable subtleties of alien cultures. 
The point is simply that people who feel a profound 
need to justify themselves have difficulty in understand
ing the viewpoints of those who do not, and the Chinese 
who created Zen were the same kind of people as Lao
tzu, who, centuries beIore, had said, "Those who justify 
themselves do not convince," For the urge to make or 
prove oneself right has always jiggled the Chinese sense 
of the ludicrous, since as both Confucians and Taoists 
-however different these philosophies in other ways
they have invariably appreciated the man who can 
"come off it," To Confucius it seemed much better to be 
human-hearted than righteous, and to the great Taoists, 
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Lao-tzu and Clmang-tzu, it was obvtous that ODe couJa 
not ,be right without also being wrong. because the two 
were as inseparable as baclc ana front. As Chuaug-tm 
said, � who would have good government w1tbo\d: 
its correlative misrule, and right without its corre1aUve 
wrong. do not understand the prJnc:iples of the 11Dio 
verse.-' 

' 

To Western eaII mCh words may sound cynfaaJ. amrl ' 

the Confucian adl:Qiration of "reasonableness- aDd c0m
promise may appear to be a weak-kneed Jack of c0m
mitment to principle. Actually they reBect a marveDous 
UDderstanding and respect for what we <:aU the 'balance 
of,nature, human and otherwfse..-& universal visloa of 
life. as the Tao or way of nalute in which the.good aDd 
the evil, the creative and the destructive, the wfse, and 
the foolish are the 1nseparab1e polarities .of exist--. 
-raD, - said the Chung-� "is that from which 0-

( 
cannot depart. That from which ODe am depart fI DOt 
the Tao. • Therefore wisdom did not copsis.t in trying to 
wrest the good from the evil but in learning to -rido
therq as a cork adapts itself to the crests and troughs 
of the, �ves. At the roots of Chinese life there is a ,trust 
in the good-and-evil of one·s own nature which is pe
culiarly foreign to those brought up with the chronic 
uneasy COIlSCience of the Hebrew-cbristfaa ca1tmes. 
Yet it was always obvious to the Chinese that a man 
who mistrusts hDnseli, cannot 'even trust ,  his mistrustj. 
and must therefore be hOpelessly eonfused. 

For J:ather diJfereRt reaIOIISJ Japm8'8 peop1e teDd  to 
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be as uneasy in themselves as Westerners, having a 
sense of social shame quite as acute as our more meta
physical sense of sin. Thi,s. was especially true of the 
class most attracted to Zen, the samurai. Ruth Benedict, 
in that very uneven work Chrysanthemum and Swor� 
was, I think, perfectly correct in saying that the attrac
tion of Zen to the samuraI class was its power to get rid 
of an extremely awkward self-consciousness induced in 
the education of the young. Part and parcel of this self
consciousness is the Japanese compulsion to compete 
with oneself-a compulsion which turns every craft and 
skill into a marathon of self-discipline. Although the 
attraction of Zen lay in the possibility of liberation 
from self-consciousness, the Japanese version of Zen 
fought fire with fire, overcoming the "self observing the 
self'" by bringing it to an intensity in which it exploded. 
How remote from the regimen of the Japanese Zen mon
&stery are the words of the great Tang master Lin-chi: 

In Buddhism there is no place for using effort. Just be . 
ordinary and nothing special. Eat your food, move your 
bowels, pass water, and when you're tired go and lie 
down. The ignorant will laugh at me, but the wise will 
understand. 

Yet the spirit of these words is just as remote from a 
kind of Western Zen which would employ this philos
ophy to justify a very self-defensive Bohemianism. 

There is no single reason for the extraordinary growth 
of Western interest in Zen during the last twenty years 
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'l11e appeal. of ZeIt uti to·tlle -modem" sptrlt fIl the  
West, the work of Suzuki, the ·w.with Japen, the itchy 
faschaation of� stories," and the att:radbJ. of a II.(Do 
conceptual; experiential philosophy in the climate of 
scientiBc re1ativisDGall these· are 'hrvo1vec1. One'mtght 
mention, too, the aBinities botween 1Am. and i1d& 
purely Western trends as the philOsophy of Wittgea- ' 
stein, Existentialism, General Semantics. the·, metaJfn. 
gufstics of B. L. Whorl, arid certain movements in the 
philosophy of science and in psycJtotherapy. Always fD 
the background there.fs our vague disquiet With the 
artiJlcfali� or -antinaturalness" of both ChristfaDity. 
With its politically ordered cosmology. and teclmoIogy. 
with its fmperia'listic mecbanivtfon of a natural wodd 
Erom which man himself � strangely �' Por both 
reflect · a pSychology in whIch·man Is identified wjth a 
conscious intelligence and wm standing apart·rrom .. 
tore to control it, like � architect-God in whose fi.Dage 
this version of man is conceived. The disquiet. arises ' 
from the suspicion that our·attempt to master the world 
&om outside is a vicious cfrcle fa which we � be  
oondemned to the perpetual fnsomnfa of · contrOlling 
controls and supervising supervision ad infinitum. 

To the Westerner in saUch of the refntegratlon of 
man and nature there is an appeal far beyond. the 
merely sentimental fa the naturalism of Zen--fn 't!1a 
landscapes of Ma-yuan and Sessh� fa an art which Is 
lfmultaneous1y spiritual and seCular, which con:veys tM 
Dlystical in terms ' of the natural, a--which, � 
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never � imagined a break between them. Here is a 
view of the world imparting a profoundly refreshing 
sense of wholeness to a culture in which the spiritual 
and the material, the conscious and the unconscious, 
have been cataclysmically split. For this reason the Chi
nese humanism and naturalism of Zen intrigue us much 
more strongly than Indian Buddhism or Vedanta. 
These, too, have their students in the West, but their 
followers seem for the most part to be displaced Chris
tians-people in search of a more plaUSible philosophy 
than Christian supernaturalism to carry on the essen
tially Christian search for the miraculous. The ideal 
man of Indian Buddhism is clearly a superman, a 
yogi with absolute mastery of his own nature, accord
ing perfectly with the science-fiction ideal of "men be
yond mankind." But the Buddha or awakened man 
of Chinese Zen is "ordinary and nothing special"; he is 
humorously human like the Zen tramps portrayed by 
Mu-ch'i and Liang-k'ai. We like this because here, for 
the :6rst time, is a conception of the holy man and sage 
who is not impossibly remote, not superhuman but fully 
human, and, above all, not a solemn and sexless ascetic. 
Furthermore, in Zen the satori experience of awakening 
to our "original inseparability" with the universe seems, 
however elusive, always just around the comer. One 
has even met people to whom it has happened, and 
they are no longer mysterious occultists in the Hima
layas ·or skinny yogis in cloistered ashrams. They are 
just like us, and yet much more at home in the world, 
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hUng much more easily � the Ocean of transience 
m��� , . , 

Above BIi. I ·beUeve tliat zm appeals to many' fA 
the post-Christfan West because it does not peach, 
moralize, and ICOId iu the Style of HebreW� 
p�hetism. BuddhisJn does not deny that thete is a tela
tively limtted sphere til which human life lli&y be lm
proved by art and science, reason and good wi1L ;H0w
ever, it regards tJJfs sphere of aetiV1� as important but 
nonetheless subordinate to the compai-atively limitless 
sphere in which things are as they are. always haw 
been, and always wiD. t;e--.. sphere entirely beyo4d the 
categories of good ad evil. suCcess and � and 
indiVidual health and sickness. On the one hand, thfs ·fs 
the sphere of the great unil"el'S8. Looking Out 'fIMo lt 
at Dight, we make DO comparisons between right ad 
wrong stars, nor between well and badly arranged oem
steDatiom. Stars are by nature big and little, bright aDd . 

dim. Yet the whole thing is a splendor and a � 
which sometimes makes our flesh creep 'With. awe. On 
the other hand, this is also·the sphere of human, fNf6y- . 
day life which we might caD ezisteiltiaL . 
, For there is a staDdpoint &om which humaa alafn 
are as much beyond right cd wrong as the starS, aDd 
from which our deeds. � and fee1fnp can 
no more be judged than the ups and downs of a range 
of mountains. '!'hough beyond moral and .socI8l valua
tion, this' level of hwium life may alsct be seeD to be 
just as marve1loU$ and 1JDC8riny as the great universe it-
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self. This feeling may become particularly acute when 
the indiviudal ego tries to fathom its own nature, to 
plumb the inner sources of its own actions and con
sciousness. For here it discovers a part of itself-the in
most and greatest part-which is strange to itself and 
beyond its understanding and control Odd as it may 
sound, the ego Bnds that its own center and nature is 

beyond itself. The more deeply I go into myself, the 
more I am not myself, and yet this is the very heart of 
me. Here I find my own inner workings functioning of 
themselves, spontaneously, like the rotation of the heav
enly bodies and the drifting of the clouds. Strange and 
foreign as this aspect of myself at first seems to be, I 
soon realize that it is me, and much more me than my 
superficial ego. This is not fatalism or determinism, be
cause there is no longer anyone being pushed around or 
determined; there is nothing that this deep "1" is not 
doing. The configuration of my nervous system, like the 
configuration of the stars� happens of itself, and this 
-itseW is the real"myself." 

From this standpoint-and here language reveals its 
limitations with a vengeance-I find that I cannot help 
doing and experiencing, quite freely, what is always 
-right," in the sense that the stars are always in their 
-right" places. As Hsiang.:yen put it. 

There's no use for'artificial discipline, 
For, move as I will, I manifest the ancient Tao. 
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At .... .... ..... :life .  Ja.pai .....,. � ft ·ea 
..... .... .... - If  .. ''' .. ... . ws.die. we 
die; if we saffer, we saffer; If we ale l8i4fled, we ... . 
terdfled. There u no prob1eDi about it. It. ?en.muter 
wu 0DCe asked,-- �t u terribly hot. and how aha1l we 
escape the heatr "Why not,- he·a:AIWtnd, -go to the 
place where it Js neither·hot nor cOId1" -where II that 
placer -m sammer ,we sweat; In winter, we abtver.
In 'Zen ODe does DOt feel guilty about dyin� or w.g 
afrafd, or disJf1rfng the heat. At the same time. Zen do. 
upt lDiist upon·thIs point of vJew .. ..... hiog which 
one DIIghI to adopt; It does DOt pzeaca it u  an ideal. ' 
For 1£ you don't understand It, )'QUl" Wry � 
Ibmding is also rr. There would be DO bright Ita1B 
without dim stars, aDd, witQout the SUDaDIldlng darJt. 
ness, � stars at all 
. The Hebrew-Cbr.Istia universe Is one m whfch moral . urgency, the amiety to be right. embraces ami peDe" . 

. ·trates everytbiDg. God, the Abdute Itself, is good �. 
agalDst bad, and thus to .be immoral or In the wrang  fa 
to.feel oneself an outcast not � from human,.,. 
cleV but also from existence Itself, from the root ad 
ground of life. To he In the wrong therefore amuses ·. 
metaphysical amiety and  � of gull ..... state ·of 
eternal damnation-utteJ:ly dispzoportIODat .to the 
cdme. Tllis metaphysical guilt u fO �Ie that 

. it must eventually issue In the rejection of God and of 
Ills Jaws-which.is just wllat has happea.ed ill the whole 
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movement of modem secularism, materialism, and nat
uralism. Absolute morality is profoundly destructive of 
morality, for the sanctions which it invokes against evil 
are far, far too heavy. One does not cure the headache 
by cutting off the head. The appeal of Zen. as of other 
forms of Eastern philosophy, is that it unveils behind 
the urgent realm of good and evil a vast region of one
self about which there need be no guilt or recrimina
tion, where at last the self is indistinguishable from 
God. 

But the Westerner who is attracted by Zen and. who 
would understand it deeply must have one indispen
sable qualification: he must understand his own culture 
so thoroughly that he is no longer swayed by its prem .. 
fses unconsciously. He must really have come to terms 
with the Lord God Jehovah and with his Hebrew .. 
Christian conscience so that he can take it or leave it 
without fear or rebellion. He must be free of the itch to 
juStify himself. Lacldng this, his Zen will be either "beat" 
or "square," either a revolt from the culture and social 
order or a new form of stufBness and respectability. For 
Zen is above all the liberation of the mind from con
ventional thought, and this is something utterly differ
ent £rom rebellion against convention, OD the one hand. 
or adapting fOreign conventions, on the other. 

Conventional thought is, in brief. the confusion of the 
concrete universe of nature with the conceptual things, 
events, and values of linguistic and cultural symbol-
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Ism. For in. Taoism aDd Zen the worJd is seen as �,fa.. 
separably .lnterrelated BeJ4 'Or (lOD.ttQuum; no pat of 
which caa�:y be separated from the rest Ol: value4 
above or below the rest. It was in tbfs seuse that Hut
neng, the Sixth Patriarch, meant that -fundamentally 
not ODe thing exists." for he realized that things are 
ferm8; not ea.tities. They eXist in the abstract world of 
thought; but not in the ocmcrete world of nature. Thus . 
OD� who actua1Iy perceives or feels thfs to be so J1C) 
longer feels that he is an ego, except by definition. 'He 
sees ' that his ego. is his pBf'8imtI or social, tole, a some
wha� arbitrary se1ection of experiences wi� which hO 
has been taught toidentify himself. (Why, £of example. . 
do we say '1 think'" but not '1 am beating my hea«'?) . 
l!it.yiDg seen ' this, he continues to play hiS ·social role 
without being taken in by it. He does not precipitateJ,y 
adopt a new role or play the ro1e of havillg no ro1e 'at 
aD. He plays it cool 

' . 
. The "'beat .. mentalitJ � I am tbiDldng of it Is s0me

thing much more extensive and vague thaD the hl� 
life of New York and San Francisco. It Is a yonnger gen
eration's nODparticipation in -the American Way of 
Life," a revolt which does not seek to cbange the �
Ing order but sfmply turns away from it to Snd the 
significance of life in subjective experience ra�er th8n 
objective achievement. It contrasts with the -square
and other-directed mentality of beguiIement by social 
convention, unaware of the corle1atiVity of right aDd 
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wrong, of the mutual necessity of capitalism and com
munism to each other's existence, of the inner identity 
of puritanism and lechery, or of, say, the alliance of 
church lobbies and organized crime to maintain laws 

. against gambling. 
Beat Zen is a complex phenomenon. It ranges from a 

use of Zen for justifying sheer caprice in art, literature, 
and life to a very forceful social criticism and "digging 
of the universe" sUch as one may find in the poetry of 
Ginsberg, Whalen, and Snyder, and, rather unevenly, 
·in Kerouac, who is always a shade too self-conscious, 
too subjective, and too strident to have the flavor of 
Zen. 

When Kerouac gives his philosophical Bnal stat� 
ment, "1 don't know. 1 don't care. And it doesn't make 
any difference"-the cat is out of the bag, for there is a 
hostility in these words which clangs with self-de
fense. But just because Zen truly surpasses convention 
and its values, it has no need to say "To heR with it,» 
nor to underline with violence the fact that anything 
goes. 

It is indeed the basic intuition of Zen that there is an 
ultimate standpOint from which "anything goes." In the 
celebrated words of the master Yun-men, "Every day is a good day." Or as is said in the Hsin-hsin Ming: 

If you want to get the plain truth, 
Be not concerned with right and wrong. 
'The conflict between right and wrong 
Is the sickness of the mind. 
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But this ItaDdpoiat does not emhx1e and  J, BOt  hostile 
toward the dist:fnctfaD between right 8I1d .� at . 
other leve1s and in more � &ames of refenoce. 
The world is aeen to be beyond right aDd wrong when 
it is not framed: that Js to say, when '" are not � � 

at a particul8r sltuat:loQ by lbe1f-out of relation to the 
rest of the 11Divene. Within this room there is a dear 
dJfference between up and down; out in intersteIJaI" 
space there Js not. Witbfn the CODVeDtional limits of a 
human community there are clear distiDdioDS �eeo 
good and evil. But these disappear when human .... 
are IOeD as part' and. parcel of'the whole realm of na
ture. Every framework sets up a restdcted fWd ·of 
relatkmships, and restriction is law or ru1e,., 

Now a" skilled photoppher can pofnt his eaDlfIl'& at 
almost any BeeDe or object and create a marveIloua 
eamposition by the way in whlch he frames and·1fghtI 
It. An unskiDed photographer attempting the same 
thing creates only messes, £or he does not know how to 
place the frame. the border of the picture, whme it wJll 
be in relation to the contents. How eloquently thfs 
demonstrates that as soon, as we fn� a frame any
thing does DOt go. But every work" of art inwlves··a 
frame. A frame of some kind is precisely what � 
gufshes a painting. a poem, a muslcal composi� .. 
play. a dance, or a piece of sculpture from the rest U 
the world. Some � may argue that they do DOt 
want their � to be distbignfshab1e from the total 

. 11Divene..but if this be 10 tbeyshouJc1 DOt frame them la 
sa 
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galleries and concert halls. Above an they should not 
sign them nor sell them. This is as immoral as selling 
the moon or signing one"s name to a mountain.' (Such 
an artist may perhaps be forgiven if he knows what he 
is doing, and prides himself inwardly, not on being a 
poet or painter, but a competent crook. ) Only destruc. 
tive little boys and vulgar excursionists go around ini .. 

tialling the trees. 
Today there are Western artists avoweclIy using Zen 

to justify the indiscriminate framing of simply anything 
-blank canvases, totally silent music, tom-up bits of 
paper dropped on a board and stuck where th� £aU. 
or dense masses of mangled wire. The work of the 
composer John Cage is rather typical of this tendency. 
In the name of Zen, he has forsaken his earlier and 
promising work with the "prepared piano," to confront 
audiences with eight An;lpex tape recorders simultane
ously bellowing forth random noises. Or he has pre
sented silent piano recitals where the performer has a 
score consisting of nothing but rests, plus an assistant 
to tum the pages, to jolt the audience into becoming 
aware of the multiplicity of sounds that fill the musical 
void-the shifting of feet and rustling of programs, the ' 
titters of embarrassment, the coughing, and the rumble 
of traffic outside. 

There is, indeed, a considerable therapeutic value in 
allowing oneself to be deeply aware of any sight or 
sound that may arise. For one thing, it brings to mind 
the marvel of seeing and hearing as such. For another, 
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the profouncl wiIliagoestto listen to or gaze upoa my
tbiag at aD.frees the mind from fixed preccmceptiODS of 
heaty, c:rea1:iDg, as it were. a free · spaCe in WhIch al
together new forms aDd �tionsbips' may emerge. But 
this is therapy; it is not. yet art. It is on the level of the - \ random ramblfngs of a patient on·the analysis couch: 
very important indeed as therapy, though it is by ilC) 
means the aim of psychoanalysis to substitute such 
ramblmgs for ccmvenation and Jiteratw:e. Cage's Work 
would be ,xedeemed jf he framed and pesented it as a 
ldDd of group session in audiotherapy, bat as a COIIC8rt 
it is simply absurd. One may hope, however. tUt: G/Nt 
Cage has, by such listening. set his own mind freeDom 
the compOser"s .1mosUnevitable pJaglarJam of the forms 
of the past, he wm present us with the new musica1 pe1io  
tarDa and relationtbtps w'hich he has not yet uttered- ' 

Just as the skilled photographer often amazes • with 
his lightlog 8Il(1 �g of the most �.� 
10 there are painters and writers m'the West, II well 
as in modem Japan. who have mastered tbe autbeoti
cally Zen art of contiolling accidentJ. HistaricalIy this 
first: &rOle in the Far East in the appreciation of the 
rough tenure of brush-strokes in caDfgraphy and paiDt- I 

mg. and in the accidental running of the glaze 811 
bowls made for the tea ceremony. One of the elassicll 
fnstances of this kind of thing came about througb the 
sbatteriDg of a fine ceramic tea caddy. bekmgmg to 
one of the old Japanese tea'masters.. 'Ihe fragments wen 
CDlented together with gold. and itl 0WIltIr was am·zed. 
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at the way in which the random network of thin gold 
lines enhanced its beauty. It must be remembered. 
howev�r. that this was an objet trouve-an accidental 
effect 8e�cted by a man of exquisite taste. and treas
ured as one might treasure and exhibit a marvellous 
rock or a piece of driftwood. For in the Zen-inspired art 
of bonseki, or rock gardening. the stones are selected 
w!Ql infinite care. and though the hand of man may 
never have changed them it is far from true that any 
old stone will do. Furthermore. in calligraphy. painting. 
and ceramics. the accidental effects of running glaze or 
of Hying hair-lines of the brush were accepted and pre
sented by the artist only when he felt them to be 
fortuitous and unexpected marvels within the context 
of the work as a whole. . 

\ 
What governed his judgment? What gives certain 

accidental effects in painting the same beauty as the 
accidental outlines of clouds? According to Zen feeling 
there is no precise rule; no rule. that is to say. which can 
be formulated in words and taught systematically. On 
the other hand. there is in all these things a principle of 
order which in Chinese philosophy is termed li. and 
which Joseph Needham has translated "organic pat
tern." Li originally meant the markings in jade. the 
grain in wood. and the fiber in muscle. It designates a 
type of order which is too multidimensional, too subtly 
interrelated, and too squirmingly vital to be represented 
in words Or mechanical images. The artist has to know 
it as he knows how to grow his hair. He can do it again 
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aDd 9in. �t can never explam how. In. Taoist phf1os.. 
Ophy this power fs ca1led  ,., or "magical vi{tue." It.. 
the element of themlracu10us which we feel both at the 
ItaD in h .. ven and at our own ability to be CODIclous. . 

It is the possession of fe, then, which makes all the 
difference, between mere scrawls .and ·the "white WJit,. 
� of Mark 'Tobey, which admittedly � .. � 
fnspJration from Cbinese calligraphy, or the - muJ.tl.  
dimensional spontaneities of Gordon Onslow-Ford, who 
is, by the way, a considerable master of formal Chi:o,ese . 
writing. It is by DO means a purely hapbllzard ,� 
Jng;;� ,paint or UDOODJrolled wandering of tIM, � 
for the character ad taste of such artists Is visible,.m 

, �pce (a possible equivalent of t.) with which thelr 
� are formed even· when. they are Dot trying to 
repesent mything except strokes. It Is also what makea 
tho diffenmC8 between mere patches, sm\Ufgea. aD4 
trails of black ink and the work of such Japanese mod· 
ems as Sabra Hasegawa and Onchi, whicli is after all iQ. 
the Wo1cv or "'rough $lyle- tradition of Sessbu. An)'0D8 
caD' write absolutely illegible Japanese, but who so ... . . 
cbantiJlgly as RyokwIplP If it fs true  that "when • 
wrong man uses the right means, the right means work 
in the wrong way: it is often also true that when the 
right man uses the wrong means. the wrong meIDI· 
work in tberlgh.tway. 

the real genius of Chinese and Japanese Zen artfses 
In their 1l$8 of ccmtiolled accidents goes beyond. the 
�very of fortuitous beauty. It lies m being able to 
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express, at the level of artistry, the realization of that 
ultimate standpoint from which "anything goes" and at 
which "an things are of one suchness." The mere selec
tion of any random shape to stick in a frame simply con
fuses·the metaphysical and the artistic domains; it does 
not express the one in terms of the other. Set in a frame, 
any old mess is at once cut off from the totality of its 
natural context, and for this very reason its manifesta
tion of the Tao is concealed. The formless murmur of 
night noises in a great city has an enchantment which 
immediately disappears when formally presented as 
music in a concert hall. A frame outlines a universe, a 
microcosm, and if the contents of the frame are to rank 
as art they must have the same quality of relationship 
to the whole and to each other as events in the great 
universe, the macrocosm of nature. In nature the acci
dental is always recognized in relation to what is or
dered and controlled. The dark yin is never without the 
bright yang. Thus the painting of Sesshu, the calligra
phy of Ryokwan, and the ceramic bowls of the Hag! 
and Karatsu schools reveal the wonder of accidents in 
nature through accidents in a context of highly disci
plined art. 

The realization of the unswerving "rightness" of 
whatever happens is no more manifested by utter law
lessness in social conduct than by sheer caprice in art. 
As Zen has been used as a pretext for the latter in our 
times, its use as a pretext for the former is ancient his-
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tmy. Mq  a_�,hu � 1PanJe1f 1VJth tM,� 
cJhit formw-, �_th ( ...... ) is, �kYaDa; 
wodcJ1y P.$lODs are Eulig1ltemxMnt.� 11Us danger Js 
fmplidt in Zen because it fJ fmplidt in freedom. p� 
and freedom can DeVer-be safe. They are dangerous � 
the same 'Way that, $re aDd e1ecMcUy are dangerOus. 
But it is quite pltiful tD  see Zen used as a pretellt for 
Iicease whm the Zen in question Is DO more than 81), 
idea in the head, a sJmple ratianalizatiaD. To 'some ,�� 
teDt -zen- Is 10 used in the underworJcl which often � 
taChes itself to artistic and ' inteD.ectual commun1� 
.Alter aU, the BohemiaD way of life Is .  primarily ,� 
Dattiral consequeace of artists and writers being so � , 
sorbed in their work that they have DO in.- in � 
Ing lip with the Jonese.. It is also a symptOm of creative 
clw,lges in manners and m� which ,at first seem ," 
reprebensib1e to comervatives as new forms in art. But 
every such community attracts a number of weak UniQ. 

. tors and bangers-cm. especially in the great clties, � 
It is mostly in this class that one JlQW' Bods the � 
type ,of the *beatuGr with his phony-ZeD. Yet if 7;er1 , 
were DOt the preten for this shiftless Glsteace,.it would 
be �g e1se. 

, .  

Is it, then, this UDC1erworld whfch Is described fa 
lCerouac's D'htmnt.I Bums? It is generally :known that 
TM Dharm4 BurIal is not a novel but a.1UmsJ1y flctioD.
!zed account of the author's experiences in Califomfa fa 
IgsCL To anyone who knows the mmeu desoribed. tJu.t 
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identity of each character is plain and it is no secret 
that Japhy Ryder, the hero of the story, is Gary Snyder.1 
Whatever may be said of Kerouac himseH and of a few 
other characters in. the story, it would be difficult in
deed to fit Snyder into any stereotype of the Bohemian 
underworld. He has spent a year of Zen study in Kyoto, 
and has recently ( 1959) returned for another session, 
perhaps for two years this time. He is also a serious 
student of Chinese, having studied with Shih-hsiang 
Ch�n at the University of California, and superbly 
translated a number of the poems of the Zen hermit 
Han-shan.1I His own work; scattered through many perl
odicals, entitles him to be regarded as one of the finest 
poets of the San Francisco renaissance. 

But Snyder is, in the best sense, a bum. His manner of 
life is a quietly individualistic deviation from every
thing expected of a "good consumer." His temporary 
home is a little shack without utilities on a hillside in 
Mill VaIley, at the top of a steep trail When he needs 
money he goes to sea, or works as a firewatcher or log
ger. Otherwise, he stays at home or goes mountain 
climbing, most of the time writing, studying, or practic
ing Zen meditation. Part of his shack is set aside as a 
formal "meditation haIl," and the whole place is in the 

1 The names were changed at the last minute, and at one point -crar
remains instead of .. Japhy." · The excerpt published in the Summer. 
1958, Chicago Review under the title "Meditation in the WoodS" 
keeps the original names. 
I "Cold Mountain Poer:IJ$,-Evergreen Reilfew. voL A, no. 6, 1958. 
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hat Zen tadition of clean and macIuttend simpIicltr. 
But this is Dot a Christian or Hinayana BuddIUst style . 

of 8sceticilm., & The Dhanna Bums made plaiQ, it '  
combines a voluntary an� rather joyous poverty with a 
zich lov&olife, and for WesterIl, and much EaStem; 
religiosity this is the.touchstone·of deviltry. This is not . 

the place to argue the complex problem of spirituality 
and sexuality,' but one can only say, "So much the 
worse for such religiosity." This attitude has seldom 
been a part of Zen, new or old, beat or square. 

Ia The Dhtmnts Bums, however, we are seeing Snyder 
thrQugh Kerouac', eyes, and some diltattions ·adse be
cauae Kerouac's.OWJl Bud� is a true beat Zen which 
confuses "anything goes" at , the existential level 1Vith 
*anything 1085" OIl tlle artistic and social levels. NeVel'" 
the1ess, there is something endearing � ICerouac • 

. personality as a writer, something which comes out ill 
the �th of his admiration for Gary, and m the lu$ty. 
generous eothusiasm for life which wells' up at every 
point in �  colorful and undisciplined' Prose. This 'ez. 
l1�t warmth makes it impossible to put XerOuac in 
the class of the heat mentality ' described by John 
CIelIand-Holmes-the cool, fake-intellectual hipster 
searching for klcb, D8Dle-dropping bits of Zen and jazz 
Jargon to justify a disaflUjation from soclety which is in 
fact just ordinary, callous exploitation of other people. 
In the North Beach, Greenwich Village, and elsewhere 
• For which lee Part II of my Namr., Man, and Woman. New � 
ausa. 
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such characters may occasionally be found, but no one 
has ever heax:d of any of them, and their identification 
with the active artists and poets of these communities is 
pure journalistic imagination. They are, however, the 
shadow of a substance; the low-level caricature which 
always attends spiritual and cultural movements, carry
ing them to extremes which their authors never in
tended. To this extent beat zen is sowing confusion in 
idealizing as art and life what is better kept to oneself 
as therapy. 

One of the most problematic characteristics of beat 
zen, shared to some extent both by the creative artists 
and by their imitators, is the fascination of marijuana 
and peyote. That many of these people "take drugs" 
naturally lays them wide open to the most extreme 
forms of righteous indignation. despite the fact that 
marijuana and peyote (or its synthetic derivative, mes:. 
caline) are far less harmful and habit-fonning than 
whiskey or tobacco. In these circles the smoking of 
marijuana is to some extent a sacramental point of 
honor, a religiOUS defiance of square authority, equiva
lent to the refusal of the early Christians to burn in
cense to the Roman gods. Conversely, it is a matter of 
symbolic principle, as distinct from the enforcement of 
rational law, for the police to condemn marijuana, and 
sensational arrests of those who use it always prOvide a 
convenient diversion of public attention from serious 
crimes that continue to be 0\ erlookecl. 

The claim that these substances induce states of 
10� 
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� conacipu.mess oq� to·aJtori O,J' -)'Itic81 expez:i .. 
enoe must be treated with some reaerve. ney .. certafDly. 
do Dot do sO a�tically, and some of theIr·effect! are 
.quite unlike anytbiag found in genuine mysticism. 
llowever, it is certaiDly true that for lOme people, per-
. haps with the requisite gift or ability, peyote,.mesca1in, 
or lysergiO acid induces states which. are distinctly 
fawrable to mystical experience. .AJJ to marijuana, :1 . 
have my doubts, though it appears to reduoe tho � 

.. of subjective time.4 
. New the underlying protestant lawlessness oE beat 

Zen..disturbs the ·square Zennists very serious�. For 
BqWlre Zen is the Zen of establishecl .. tra,dition ill 
Japan with its clearly defined hierarchy, its rigid disci-! 
p1iqe. and its speci&c tests of 84ton. Mont particularly, 
it is. the ldDd of Zen adopted by WestemeD studyingJa 
Japan, who will before long be bringfDg it·back home. 
But there is an obvious difference between-square ZeD. 
and. tlie common or garden squareness of the Rotary 
Club or the Presbyterian Church. It is iDfiDitely more 
imaginative, sensitive, and interesting. But it is sliD. 
Square becauSe it is a quest for the right. spiritual ex .. 
perieDce, for a IlIfori which will receive the stamp 

4As .. result of ezperImeDts wfth lysergic. acIcJ � .. * 
origIDal wrsIon of thfI eaay WIll writteD, I :taaw beeR compeDed ... 
cbaDge the opinkm .  � expressed as to the ciomplela dissfml1aJit¥ 

. between some of a- states of c:omciousDess IDd mystical experl
ence. The problem fl· dbculSed>at Jeugth fIl the Jraal ,... fa tlIfIt 
101ume. ""l'heNew At'JdJ.a,.- . 
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. ( inka) of approval and established authority. There 
will even be certificates to hang on the wall 

If square Zen faDs into any serious excess it is in the 
direction of spiritual snobbism and artistic precious
ness, though I have never mown an orthodox Zen 
teacher who could be accused of either. These gentle
men seem to take their exalted ofBce rather lightly, re
specting its dignity without standing on it. The faults 
of square Zen are the faults of any spiritual in-group 
with an esoteric discipline and degrees of initiation. 
Students in the lower ranks can get unpleasantly uppity 
about inside mowledge which they are not at liberty 
to divulge-"and you wouldn't understand even if I 
could tell you" -and are apt to dwen rather sickeningly 
on the immense difficulties and iron disciplines of their 
task. There are times, however, when this is under
standable, especially when someone who is just goofing 
off claims that he is following the Zen ideal of "natu· 
ralness." 

The student of square Zen is also Inclined at times 
to be niggling in his recognition of parallels to Zen in 
other spiritual traditions. Because the essentials of Zen 
can never be accurately and fully formulated, being an 
experience and not a set of ideas, it is always possible 
to be critical of anything anyone says about it, neither 
putting up nor shutting up. Any statement about Zen, 
or about spiritual experience of any kind, will always 
leave some aspect, some subtlety, unexpressed. No one's 
mouth is big enough to utter the whole thing. The 
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tba tr.t "O"'·'Nrne1f·wJIk . ... .... fomt of 
II1ObbeEy. the fIlteJlectual IIlObbery IO JargeIy  char
actcJstic of Far Eastern studies In American UDlversf. .. 

tiel. In this partfcu1ar leld the fad for :maifng human
fstIc atud:res -sclentftlc- has gone to IUCh wild extremes' 
that even Suzukl is accused ·of �g a "'popu1arize.r' 
IDStead of a sedoas jCbo�esumab1y because he il  
a Jltt1e UDS)'Itematlo about foOtnotes and eovers· a· vast 
811Ia fDstead of oooBnfng hfmself with rfgor to a' smgIe 
peblem, e.g •• -AD. ADal,. of Some 11legible and Jir,. 
ohaIc � In the Tun-humg Manuscript or 
the Sutra of the Sixth Patnarch. - '.l'here  iI a proper'aud 
hoDorab1e place in .schoJarsbtp lor the meticulous 
c1:ntdge, but when he is oa-top fDstead of Oil tap hfs 
dagerouI fJD."fy of real fntelJfgence drives an creative 
JCldarshm the leId.' 

In its a:rtfstfc � square Zea iI ·often mt:her 
tediously studied and precious, a fate which an too 
eIIIily befalls a venerable aesthetic tradition when its 
tec1mfques are SO highly developed that it t81ces a life
time to master-any one of them. No one hU then  the 
time to go  beyoDd theachievem.ents ohhe old masters. 
• Sazai:f, fDddeDtaDy. fa a very zare bfrd among COIlbIDPorur � 
--&II odgIDal thfDbr. He Is 110 � JDOUthpIece b .ui'f bid tracJI.. 
_ _  hu CGIII8 faith 'WIth � ldeu abcad: �"" nJI� 
ad the � of nJisfon wJafcJ& .. of IIVP!!MJI!JI � 
quia ulde Jzom what he has daDe to tnDaIaIa ad JDbIrpret the 
Jitintunt ofZa. But It'" Just for thfs  1'eUQD that people In aquare � 
...... SIDoJoI)' hawthe1r qua1mt lboatillcllJ?UDchlDlo 
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SO that new generations are condemned to endless repe
tition and imitation of their reBnements. The student of 
BUm« paintin� ca1ligraphy, haiku poetry, or tea cere
mony can therefore get trapped in a tiresomely repeti
tious affectation of styles, varied only with increasingly 
esoteric allusions to the work of the past. When this 
comes to the point of imitating the old masters" happy 
accidents in such a way that "primitive" and CYoughIJ 
effects are produced by the utmost practice and delib
eration, the whole thing becomes so pafnful that even 
the wildest excesses of beat Zen art look refreshing. In. 
deed, it is possible that beat Zen and square Zen will so 
complement and rub against one another that an amaz. 
fnglypure and lively Zen will arise from the hassle. 

For this reason I see no really serious quarrel with 
either extreme. There was never a spiritual movement 
without its excesses and distortions. The experience of 
awakening which truly constitutes Zen is too timeless 
and universal to be injured. The extremes of beat Zen 
need alarm no one since, as Blake said, "the fool who 
persists in his folly will become wise." A3 for square 
Zen, "authoritative" spiritual experiences have always 
had a way of wearing thin, and thus of generating the 
demand for something genuine and unique which 
needs no stamp. 

I have known fonowers of both extremes to come up 
with perfectly clear satorl experiences, for since there is 
no real "waY' to satori the way you are following makes 
very little difference. 
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power suspeet to many Westerners ts not so much an 
inherent laziness as a thorough familiarity with the wis
dom of our own culture. The square Western Zelmists 
are often quite naive when it comes to an understand
ing of Christian theology or of aU that has been dis
covered in modem psychiatry, for both have long been 
concerned with the faDibility and unconscious ambiva.
lence of the wilL Both have posed problems as to the 
vicious circle of seeking self-surrender or of "Iree-asso
ciating on purpose- or of accepting one's conflicts to 
escape from them, and to anyone who knows anything 
about either Christianity or psychotherapy these are 
very real problems. The interest of Chfnese Zen and of 
people like Banke! is that they deal with these problems 
in a most direct and stimulating way, and begin to �g. 

\ gest some answers. But when Herrigel's Japanese archery 
master was asked, "How can I give up purpose on pur
pose?" he replied that no one had ever asked him that 
before. He had no answer except to go on trying 
blindly, for five years. 

Foreign religions can be fmmensety attractive and 
highly overrated by those who know little of their own, 
and especially by those who have not worked through 
and grown out of their own. This is why the displaced 
or unconscious Christian can so easily use either beat or 
square Zen to justify himself. The one wants a philos
ophy to justify him in doing what he pleases. The other 
wants a more plausible authoritative salvation than the 
Church or the psychiatrists seem to be able to provide. 
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Furthermore the abtlosphere ·of JapaneSe Zen IS fia 
from all one's unpleasant cldldhood associations .with 
God the Father and Jesus Cbrist4hough I mow many 
young Japanese who feel fuSt'the 'Satne way aoopt their 
early training in Buddhism. But the true charaCter Of . 

Zen remains almost incomprehensible to those who 
have not surpassed the immaturity of needing to be 
justified, whether before the Lord God or before a pa
ternalistic society • .  

The old Chinese Zen masters were steeped in Taoism. 
They saw nature in its total interrelatedness, and saW 
that every creature and every experience is in accord 
with the Tao of nature j� as it is. This enabled them 
to accept themselves as they were, moment by moment, 
without the least need to justify anything. They didn't 
do it to defend themselves or to find.an excuse £or get

. ting away with murder. They didn't brag about it 
and set themselves apart as l!lther special. On the con
trary, ,their Zen was tDfHhih, which means app1'O%i
mately "nothing special'" or "no fuss." But Zen "is � 
when it is mixed up with Bohemian affectations,· and 
"fuss" when it is imagined that the only proper way to 
find it is to run off to a monastery in Japan or to do 
special exercises in the lotus posture for five hours a 
day. And I will admit that the very hullabaloo about 
Zen, even in such an essay as this, is also £uss-but a 
little less so. 

Having said that, I would like to say something for 
all Zen fussers, beat or square. Fuss is all right, too. If 
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you are hung on Zen, there's no need to try to pretend 
that you are not. If you really want to spend some years 
in a Japanese monastery, there is no earthly reason why 
you shouidnt. Or if you' want to spend your . 'Dle hop
ping freight cars and digging Charlie Parker� it's a free 
country. 

In the landscape of. Spring there fs neither better 
nor worse; 

The :flowering branches grow naturally. some long. 
some short. 
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. ,/ .  

. . IT his olteo been safd that tlJa Jmmaa Wag is 
a combiDatioJl of angel ad anjmaJ, a ipfrIt bprtsoaed 
fa flesh. a desceat o£  dMaity mto materfeJity, c6Irpd 
with the � of traDIfomdDg the P* eJements of the 
lower wodd 1Dto the fmaga of God. 0ldfDadIy t1ds .. 
JJeeu. tabil to mea that tlJe aDfmal  and Wdy aapect 
of man fa to be c'haDged out� alI� Be1IgIoas 
Jdeals of !loth East and west have emlsaged the tmaw
foJmed human animal u IOmetbfng Whfch. _ ... 
passed almost f1'IfIr1 aspect of the matedaI body �t 
perhaps s1lape, projecting the perfected ID81l • a __ 
maDQid fcmn  without seositivity to pain OI'  pa .... 
� and inert 1D sexuality, free £rom death mad 
corruptioD, immune to disease, and mm w1thoat weight 

'or 1Olfdfty. At least, lOmethfag of this kiDi appean to 
. be the nature of the l'eIU1'1'eOt8d aDd sp'dhultqd 'Wy 
JD traditiopa1 ChrJJtiaufty. foreshadowec1 already 1D tbe  
ZDifaQuJoua lives .of the samts.. SmnetMns.of the tame 
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kind seems in certain forms of Hinduism to be expected 
of the flvan-mukta, the fully accomplished yogi deliv
ered from material limitations while still manifesting. 
his existence in the world. 

It is possible that this is also the physical ideal of our 
own technological clvilization, with its fixed intent of 
overcoming the limitations of time and space. Skeptical 
as we may be of achieving such material miracles by 
the power of prayer, meditation, and sanctity, we are 
perhaps some distance on the way to attaining them by 
medical and psychological techniques, bolstered by aU 
the other powers of science. For we seem to look for
ward as ever to the total subjugation of hard and heavy 
substance to the aUy rapidity of thought:, and to the 
instant obedience of our weak and tender flesh to the 
bodiless flight of imagination. If science-fiction is any 
anticipation of the general direction of science, if the 
scientist here discloses (perhaps under a pseudonym) 
his secret intentions and dreams, it is obvious that tech
nolOgical man will not be content with exploring the 
1JDiverse at the insufferable crawl of the speed of light. 
His machines must eventually respond to the infinitely 
faster speed of thought if we are ever to get much far
ther out in space than our solar system, not to mention 
our single little galaxy. 

Over against these spiritual and cerebral dreamers 
there are, and always have been, unashamedly earth
bound souls who deplore this discontent with material
ity. One thinks of the perennial pagan, the delightfully 
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... m.ua. . fI _ �, at Jds. bocJy; tJae  Iortoipeaon ��mhfahealddtc� 
JstlleD&tUJalccmavittve,·ihe persou..who � te aq 
-rar to the physical world. with all fts lfmitatfoDS. of 
time aud mortality. SJ?ICO ad dfstaDae. . weight aDCl 
II01k11ty.. . . . '  � . . .  

_ For cent.urJes these two Jmman types have - at 
... with . each other. aDd one 'is coNta.utly. behlJ -
pessed 1;0 as to awill mere.� � 
0ileIelf to ODe side or the other, sinQe "'.be who is lIOt 
'filt1l us is .agafDst 111, 8Dcl whosoever does 'not gatlIar 
wah us scatteD.-·W . ..... to lib � mm.aa tnes to 
.. black orwhfte, and to deIpfae the kind of p.an who 
CUDOt make up hfs  � between what seem to be � 
1OIntal,. demand'. alternatives, but who vao(I1atel ... 
dec;fslvely, � to the fdeaJs of spirit ad DOW to � ... 
-c1uctIom of matter. PmImnably. this is juIt \\'bat .tbt aver. aud ordinary human being does. N __ tJae 
-angel in him nor the 8Dfmal .fn him. em he zapressea. 

/ and the strength of the two is so eveaIthalaucecl .. � 
tbeytend toancel ODe anothel'out to produce the � 
mDa or garden m�p, who. as the _yfDg goes,.bq 
lafs mug on ODe sJde of the fence and his wump gp; ., 
other. In the preseIDCe .of those who have � 
� themselveS the �verage mugwump feels .. 
eamfottable and wgaely guJIty. TD�_ is such �  
obvfous and easily de,plomcl weakness, sach a IUI'e 
butt for �pt by saint and. satamst .... . So. the 
pr"wPIDR�taDeoudy .... .. JabmiW 
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by those who seem. to have the strength of will to go one 
way or the other-those who decide to stand at all costs 
by the domineering and rational spirit, and those who 
abandon themselves with glee to the fntense pleasure
pain of sensuality. 

Especially deplorable is the ldnd of person who 
might be called the extreme mugwump-the one who 
has his extremities very far out OD. both sides of the 
fence. There is, for example, the common scandal of 
the saint-sinner, the individual who appears in publio 
as the champion of the spirit, but who is in private some 
sort of rake. Vel}' often his case is not so simple as that 
of the mere hypocrite. He is genuinely attracted to both 
extremes. Not only does social convention compel him 
to pubUsh one and suppress the other, but most often 
he is himself hOrribly tom between the two. He veers 
between moods of intense holiness and of outrageous 
licentiousness, sufferlng between times the most appall
ing pangs of conscience. The type is, indeed, especially 
common in clerical and academic circles, Just because 
these vocations attract highly sensitive l1uman beings 

_ who feel the lure of both extremes more strongly than 
others. Only in the artist is this duplicity more or less 
accepted, perhaps because beauty is the one attribute 
shared in common by God and the Devil, because devo
tion to the beautiful, as distinct from. the good and the 
true, seems to make one a human being who is not at· 
together serious-neither man nor devil but some kind 
of elf, consigned in the Day of Judgment neither to 
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lIemm Dar to W. bat to the'limbo, of IOUIt � 
.-1 -- It II t1ma dlatfor oar soaIety the.uat fl .  
bad" of �'- oJowu, aD .. tafDer &a.n � 
mtbfng Is apectecl __ po8deacy In the __ of the 
JrJele� alDceJafl faaatIoa II tabn to be DO.DlQI.'8 tbm 
the�of�lWtbfI __ �.�ea. 
get away with a plvate life that would he -ndaJoaa 
for the priest or the pro.fesscZ . .  

Now aU of tbfs rafseI the questfoa 81 tQ wLet'hsr t\e 
proper oQxmle of lII8It. dual Datu.re .ought to be a \'lot 
tory for ODe side cr die otha-. Catholfc theology., foI:� 

. 8Dlple, � at least In th80lY for a JQIUIage of,dMt 
spJrit and the Iesb, for, as, St. � .. � laeJ4, 
divIDe grace does DOt obliterate Datm8 bat perf�' Jt. . 
BUt in practlce � parf� .of _tum .. atwap 
meant its total JUbmiIsIou to the � ad it fI,ear 
quite recently that �o.Jfc CbristiaDl • :Ido ,  QJl 
and G. X. Chestmtall have been abl8 to carrr off a do 
Jicldng spfritual mateda1fsm. This made tlMq . .",,1leDt 
decoys for prospectlw � but DOte that G1l8, Was 
an artist � the odler a wdtef,'an4aelther,fs m � 

\ . 

. of being canoDfzed. For the fact � that '� 
tiona! CbristiaDltr will put up wlth the .. cm1y II) 
long. as its demands are extremely moderate aDd de
mure, just so Iong as fJle cloveuh.oof of Pa. D8Y8t putI 
in an a� 0DeJUs,pects tbattbfs � tow;.ld . 
Datore an<1 m� fs the same _of ·�\·81 
the regd!ar-gu.fprtest, � oo,t of an � tea
little hunan traftI thatwould be 11D1JOtfQed In alaymail. 
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It is high time to ask whether it is reaDy any scandal, 
any deplorable inconsistency, for a human being to be 
both angel and animal with equal devotion. Is it not 
possible, in other words, to be the extreme mugwump 
without inner conflict, to be mystic and sensualist with
out actual contradiction? It is hard to see how a human 
being can be anything but a mediocrity on the one 
hand or a fanatic on the other unless he can give rein to 
both sides of his nature, avoiding. however, the deceit 
and degradation which attach themselves to the ani
mal side of our life when it is associated with shame. 
The philosophy of the out-and-out pagan, the roman
ticist of nature and the Hesh, is by itself enormously 
superficial-lacking in wonder at disease and death, 
which are quite as normal as good health, and deficient 
in that combination of awe and curiosity which urges on 
the mystic to marvel at the overwhelmingly. odd fact of 
simple is:-ness, to stretch his imagination to the furthest 
limits of time and space, and to explore the inward 
mystery of his own consciousness. The logical gram
marian's opinion that such inquiries are Simply mean
ingless appears to be nothing more than a new varia.
tion on the old psycholOgical type that gets the words 
but never understands the music. On the other hand, 
the mystic who has no part in the earthiness and al
lure of nature is sterile rather than pure, an extreme 
type of cerebrotonic ectomorph, i.e., skinny abstraction-
1st, who lives in a world of ideas without concrete mean
ings. Furthennore, the philosophy of the pure spiritist, 
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even ",hea he allowa' � Qai. create4. --. ' � 
never exp1afn how the good Lord 10 iqot � .. 
to make anything.., alIegadly Jmpure. . 

It has oftm heeD. DOted that mysticlsPl ezpresseI .. 
BeJf in the language of Daturallove and tUt: Dl)'ItIcs,� 
the Chrlstfan tradWon llave made particular .. of. tt. 
Bible's gzeat  love .� the Song of Sonp. &ycho'b
gists with a slant to JDatar.ialI;sa: t"berefore .8l'p tUt 
mysticism is nothfng but .nblimBted MIU81Ity and  &us,. 
trated SeshJiness, whereas the spfdtfJII m,fQta. _. 
the lave-bagery f$ DOllring but allegory and aymboBsa' 
Dever to be1alam.·fn its gross and aDfmal �BUt � it 
Dot POSSl'ble that both parties .� Jight and WzoD& ad 
that the love of nature and the Jove of spfrit 8l'8 patba 
upon a circle which meet at thefr eztromes? PerhaPs 
the meeting is dfscovered only by those who· follow 
both at once. Such a'course ___ . im� and .. 
COlUistent only if it can be held tl:lat love is a ma� of 
choosing between alternatives, if, in other words, love.iI 
an exclu.s1ve attitude of mind which c1ea� to. _ 0b
ject and rejects all others. U so, it must be quite other 
than what is said to be God's own Jove, "who mabtla 
his sun to shine upon the evil and the goOd, and � 
eth his ram. upon the Just and the unjust:. Love fs  surely 
a disposition of the h.n which radiates on an aides like 
light. At the same time, love may choose ODe ol>Jeclt 
rather thaD. o� Dot � that object is. � 
ancI absoluteiy preferable. but because � lItoitIltiDm 
of � energy require CODCe1ltratkm for depth.of.� . 119 ' 
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p.erlence. Polygamy, for example, would be an very wen 
if one had unlimited time to devote to each spouse. 

But are God and nature, spirit and flesh-like indi
vidual persons-mutually exclUSl"veP "He that is unmar
ried, n said St. Paul, "careth for the thfngs that belong to 
the Lord, how he may please the Lord. But he that is 
married caretb for the things that are of the world, how 
he may please his wife.-Yet this is to say that the divine 
cannot be loved in and through the things of this world, 
and to deny the saying that "Inasmuch as you have 
done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, you 
have done in unto me.- If the love of God and the love 
of the world are mutually exclusive, then, on the very 
premises of theology, God is a finite thing among things 
-for only finite things exclude one another. God is de
throned and un-godded by being put in opposition to 
nature and the world, becoming an object instead of 
the continuum in which we '"live and move and have 
our being." 

Not to cherish both the angel and the animal, both 
. the spirit and the flesh, is to renounce the whole inter
est and greatness of being human, and it is really tragio 
that those in whom the two natures are equally strong 
should be made to feel in conflict with themselves. 
For the saint-sinner and the mystic-sensualist is always 
the most interesting type of human being because he is 
,the most complete. When the two aspects are seen to be 
consistent with each other, there is a real sense in which 
spirit transforms Dature: that is to say, the anjmality of 
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.. mydic is alwa,. rioJJer. more re&.red, 8Dd. IDOl'8 
subtly seuaous ·thaa tl1e .tmfmaJjty of the merely ,ani,.. 
mal man. For to say that m'an is both god and devil is 
tIOt to say that $piritually minded people should' � 
lOme of their time �bing banks .8nQ torturing 'chil
dren. Such violent excesses of passion are bred from 
the frustmtion of pursuing either aspect of our uatare 
to the exclusion of � other. They .arl$e when the -

:ruthIess fdea1ism of the spirit is unhumanfwd by the  
weakness of the flesh" or when the blind desfre of the 
flesh is unenlightened by the wisdom of the � 
which knows that the exclusive pursuit of pleasure is as 
frustrating and absurd as the old quest for pmpetuaI 
motion. The violent, ultrasataDic devil in man is either 
\he repressed Christ or the repressed Pan, the right and 
the left hands of God, who s8id to the prophet IsaiUt 
*I am the Lord, and there fa none else. I fomi the light, 
and create darkness; ·1 make peace. and create evil; I 
the Lord do all these things." 

We noted that our society tolerates the foB liIe, the 
love of both spirit and nature. only in the artist, bat just 
because it does not talce him seriously, because It re
gards. him· as· an etttertaining irrelevance. 'l1te man of 
deep spidtual wisdom is also irreleVant to this �. 
whether entertaining or otherwise. This bas not just.. . 

ceutly come to be SO; it bas been so for centuries,. be
cause-for centuries-society bas consisted precisely of 
those human beings who are so. deluded by the. con
WDtioDs of  words and ideas as to bellevct.that thereJs a . 
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real choice between the great opposites of life-b� 
tween pleasure and pain, good and evil, God and Lu
cifer, spirit and nature. But what is separable in 
terms, in words, is not separable in reality-in the solid 
relationship between the terms. Whoever sees that there 
is no ultimate choice between these opposites is irrele
vant because he cannot really participate in the poli
tician's and the ad-man's illusion that there can be bet
ter and better without Worse �d worse, and that matter 
can yield indefinitely to the desires of mind without 
becoming utterly undesirable. It is not so much that 
there are £Xed limits to our skill and technological 
power as that there are limits to our own perception: 
that we cannot see the figure without the background, 
the solid without the space, motion without time, action 
without resistance, joy without sorrow. 

We have only to imagine what would happen if 
thought and spirit had their way without hindrance, 
with God's supposed omnipotence to have every wish 
granted instantaneously. Nothing would any longer be 
worth wishing for. There is an old fairy tale of a fisher
man who once caught a marvellous golden fish. For the 
fish spoke. promising him that if he would return it 
to the water he would be granted three wishes. Having 
released the fish. he went home to his wife to talk over I 

what the wishes should be, OQ the assurance that the 
fish would be waiting for him at the same place the 
following day. The old lady sent him back with the re
quest that their broken-down cottage be transformed 
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Into .. mansion with servants and spacious lands. "l1lat 
mght, the &herman came home to hd that all .had 
happened as requested. But in the course of only a few 
days the rapacious wife was hankering to be an arch
duchess with a vast palace equipped with guards and 
retainers, with terraces and formal· gardens, situated fa 
the midst of a great feudal' domain. And again the 
wish � granted. Yet with one wish remaining the 
wifes greed increased and increased so that she made 
up her mind to wish for all that could be wished-to be 
ruler of the sun and. moon and stars� of the earth. 8Jld 
JDOUlltains and oceans, of all birds in the air, fishes fa 
the sea, and of all men in the world. But when the ftsh,. 
erman repeated her desire to the golden Bsh it replied, 
"Such a Wish is not mine to grant, and, for her ano
gance. she shall be returned to the state from which 
she stiuted." Returning that night, the fisherman found 
once again the broken-down cottage, and his wife: agaill 
in rags. And yet, in a way, her wish was granted. 



6 
THE NEW ALCHEMY 



BESJDES the p'hilosopheis stone tllat would 
tum base metal into gold, one of the great questa- of 
alchemy in both Europe and Asia was the e1mr of lm
mortality. In gullible enthusiasm for t¥s. quest, more 
than one Chinese emperor died of the fabulous C01lQ()Ce 
tions of powdered jade, tea, ginseng, and preclous met
als pl'epared by Taoist priests. But Just as the wor1c of 
transforming lead into gold was in many cases a chem
ical symbolism for a spiritual transformation of man 
himself, so the immortality to be conferred by the elfxfr 
was not always the literally everlasting life but rather 
the "transportation' of consciousness into a state beyond 
time. Modem physiclsts have solved the problem of 
changing lead into gold, though' the process is �e
what more expensive than di�g gold from the earth. 
But in the last f� years modern chemists have prepared 
one or two substances for whi� it may be; claimed that . 
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In some cases they induce states of mind remarkably 
similar to cosmic consciousness. 

To many people such claims are deeply disturbing. 
For one thing, mystical experience seems altogether 
too easy when it simply comes out of a bottie, and is 
thus available to people who have done nothing to de
serve it, who have neither fasted nor prayed nor prac
ticed yoga. For another, the claim seems to imply that 
spiritual insight is after all only a matter of body chem
istry involving a total reduction of the spiritual to the 
material. These are serious considerations, even though 
one may be convinced that in the long run the diffi
culty is fOruld to rest upon semantic confusion as to the 
de1initions of "spiritual'" and "material. ... 

However, it should be pointed out that there is noth. 
fng new or disreputable in the idea that spiritual insight 
is an undeserved gift of divine grace. often conveyed 
through such material or sacramental means as the wa
ter of baptism and the bread and wine of the mass. The 
priest who by virtue of his office transforms bread and 
wine into the body and blood of Christ. ex opere op
erato� by the simple repetition of the formula of the 
Last Supper, is in a situation not radically different 
from that of the scientist . who. by repeating the right 
formula of an experiment, may effect a transformation 
in the brain. The comparative worth of the two opera
tions must be judged by their effects. There were always 
those upon whom the sacraments of baptism and com
m1lIlio.u did not seem to "take," whose lives remained 
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eI'ectlvely ......... LdrewJse, __ of t1Iese ccm-. 
'lCioasIJess.qbenglng cJwnicall arellaally myatfcal .. 
pedeDce ina bottle. Maaywho RC&lve them apedcmoe 
cm1y ecstasies witbout fnslgbt, or just an 1inp1euaut 
cxmfuslon of seDSatfoD and ·imagiDatloD. ,States a1da to 
mystical expe.rieDce adae oaly in cedafu �. 
and then often depend upon OODSiderable ocmC8Dtratloa, 
and effort to use the change of CODSCfousDea fa G8dafR ' 

ways. It is imporbmt.� too. to stress the paint that 
ecstasy is only fDcfdental to ,the autheDtfe mystical .. 
periance, the esscmce of which might best be desadbecl 
as fadght. as the WOl'dfsnowusedin psychiatry. 

A ch,etDica1 of this kind might perhaps be said to N  
an did to perception in the same way 8S the te1escope, 
microscope. or spectroscope. save fn tbfs' case that 'the · 
fn.strament is not an extemal object but aD. � 
state of the nervous system. All such fDstnmlents am 
relatively useless without proper trabdng and prepara
tion not only in their handling. but also :In the �, 
,Jar field of investigatloD. ' 

./ 

• These considerations alone are, already almost 
,enough to show that the use of such chemfcals'does not 
reduce spiritual fnsight to

' 
a mere matter of body 

chem1stry, But it should be added that even when we ' 
ean describe certafD avena fn terms of chemfstiy this 
does not mean that such events are merely chemfcaJ. A. 
chemical description of' spiritual ezpedence has s0me
what the same use and the same limits as the � 
deseription of a .. 'painting. It is aimp1e enough to 
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make a chemical analysis of the pafnt, and for artists 
and connoisseurs alike there is some point in doing so. 
It might also be possible to work out a chemical descrip
tion of all the processes that go on in the artist while he 
is painting. But it would be incredibly complicated. and 
in the meantime the same processes could be described 
and communicated far more effectively in some other 
language than the chemical. We should probably say 
that a process is chemical only when chemical Ian .. 
guage is the most effective means of describing it. Anal .. 
ogously, some of the chemicals known as psychodelics 
provide opportunities for mystical insight in much the 
same way that well-prepared paints and brushes pro .. 
vide opportunities for fine painting. or a beautifully 
constructed piano for great music. They make it easier, 
but they do not accomplish the work all by themselves. 

The two chemicals which are of most use in creating a 
change of cqnscioitsness conducive to spiritual experi .. 
ence are mescaline and lysergiC acid diethylamide 
(known. for short, as LSD). The former is a synthetio 
formulation of the active ingredients of the peyote cac
tus. and the latter a purely synthetic chemical of the 
indole group which produces its effepts even in such 
minute amounts as twenty-five micrograms. The specifio 
effects of these chemicals are hard to identify with any 
clarity. and so far as is known at present they seem to 
operate upon the nervous system by reducing some of 
the inhibitory mechanisms which ordinarily have a 
screening effect upon our consciousness. Certain psy· 
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cWatdsts wlo seeaa ovedy aazlous to lumg OJl,to"the 

" aoci.aUy approved seDsation of realit)-mme or. Jess. the 
world as pe=iwd on a bleak MODday.JI!OlI)fng--eJui., . .  
tfythese chemiCals as halluciuogens producfag toxic • 
fects of a scbfmld .or psychotic character. I am afrafd 
this Js psyc1Uatric gobbledygook: a JOrt 01 aUtbor:lta-

, tiVe rumble of disapprowL Neither substance Is m  ad
dfctive drug, likehcu:ofD.or oP.� an«Ut baa � becm 
demonstrated that they have harmful effects upoa, pel)" .. ' 
pie who were not .otherwise seriously dfsturbecL n Is,  
begging the question to can the ch8DgeI of ccmscfouI. 

, 

ness Jlfhich they educe hallucinations, for aome ,of,tlIe 
uausual tbings felt and seeD. may be DO � UIixea1 
than·�the unfamiliar forms perceived through a mbo- .  
� We do not bow. It 18 also beggfngtbe q� 
to � their ,effects toxic, which might mean poisonouI. " . 
uu1ess this word can abo be used' for the effects 01 vila
mins or protefDs. Such language 18 evaluative, DOt de
Icriptive in 'any sclentific sense. 

Somewhat more than · two years ago (1gs8) I � ' 
asked by a psychiatric � group to take 100 mi· 
crograms of lysergic acid, to see w� it would re
produce anything �bling a mystical experleDc:e. , 
It did not do � and so far as I know the reason WIlt 
that I had DOt thG Jeamed how to direct my fnqufrfeI " 
when under its fnflmmce. It seemed fDstead that my 
aenses had been given a kaleidosoopic character . (and . 

this is no, more than a metaphor) which made the ,  
whole wo.dcl eDtraDciDgly. COOl� u'Jf I went iD-
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volved in a multidimensional arabesque. Colors became 
so vivid that flowers, leaves, and fabrics seemed to be 
illumined from inside. The random patterns of blades 
of grass in a lawn appeared to be exquisitely organized 
without, however, any actual distortion of vision. Black 
ink or sumi paintings by Chinese and Japanese artists 
appeared almost to be three-dimensional photographs, 
and what are ordinarily dismissed as irrelevant details 
of speech, behavior, appearance, and form seemed in 
some indefinable way to be highly significant. Listen
mg to music with closed eyes, I beheld the most fasci
nating patterns of dancing jewelry, mosaic, tracery, 
and abstract images. At one point everything ap
peared to be uproariously funny, especially the gestures 
and a,ctions of people going about their everyday busi
ness. Ordinary remarks seemed to reverberate with dou
ble and quadruple meanings, and the role-playing be
havior of those around me not only became unusually 
evident but also implied concealed attitudes contrary or 
complementary to its overt intention. In short. the 
screening or selective apparatus of our normal inter
pretative evaluation of experience had been partially 
suspended, with the result that I was presumably pro
jecting the sensation of meaning or significance upon 
just about everything. The whole experience was vastly 
entertaining and interesting, but as yet nothing like 
any mystical experience that I had had before. 

It was not until a year later that I tried LSD again, 
this time at the 16CJ.uest of another research team. Since 
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'1'.. • .... . ALG •• MY 
.. ' I _� � ,.  eqa«wla .. .. tImeI. .. 
c10sageJ VBl7fII--7Sto 1OO�;My impel
_Jaas beeR that Jaoh cr-hM* :are .. pobmd·ad 
zewvding to tile edeDt that I\do my ubIaQIl to obHne 
perceptual ad eva1aaUve cbangea ad to descdhe 
them as clearlyaua completa1y u poaIhJe,usvaDy wft1a 
the help of a tapueaorder. To give a. plaroby-play ... 
aarfpticm of each eJpedment · might. be c1fnbIly .. 
...-mg, but what I· am coucemecl with ·here :II a 
pbi1osophica1 df8caastOD of some of the :wp  pofats aacl 
IlCUlXmt themeI ci my.experiaces. Psychfatdlb have 
Dot yet � up tlMdr mindl u  to whether LSD II ... 
fu1 fa·�. bat at present I 8ID stIODg1y meBaed·fD 
feet.t:hat � major _ may  tum out to. be cm1y JeCOBd.. 
81'i9! as a thempeatfo and prima:dly as an fDsb:umental 
aId·lo the creat1W'e' artist, t:bfDker, or ICIeDtIst. I shoaJ4 
observe. fa pusIa" that .the � and .uatmal .. 
v.iroDmeDt fa whfch tbeae sperJments are CODducted Jt 
of great importaDce, and that its use In hospital warda 
with groups of doctoa &ing oJf dinioN questioDs at tbe  
subject is JIlOIt vndesftablo.: The supervish1g phy&lciaa 
should take a ·hmINm attitude, and drop aD. de&mllve 
·dramalizatloD$ of ldantific objectivity ad medical 
authority, conductfDg the experlment fa tummndiap 
of some:oatural OJ: artiatf.c beauty. -

I have � tbatmy pueral JmprMSlcm of the first". 
periment was thatlhe -.nankm-bywhlch we SCD8Il ' 
our � ancl  select only some Ii them as sigma. 
_W booa padIaD.,suspended.'CaDsequeutl,. I felt 
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that the particular feeling which we associate with 
"the meaningful" was projected indiscriminately upon 
everything, and then rationalized in ways that might 
strike an independent observer ' as ridiculous-unless. 
perhaps, the subject were unusually clever at rational
izing. However, the philosopher cannot pass up the 
point that our selection of some sense-data as significant 
and others as insignificant is always with relation to 
particular purposes-survival, the quest for certain 
pleasures, finding one's way to some destination, or 
whatever it may be. But in every experiment with LSD 
one of the first effects I have noticed is a profound re
laxation combined with an abandonment of purposes 
and goals, reminding me of the Taoist saying that 
"when pwpose has been used to achieve pwposeless
ness, the thing has been grasped." I have felt, in other 
words, endowed with all the time in the world, free to 
look about me as if I were living in eternity without a 
single problem to be solved. It is just for this reason that 
the busy and pwposeful actions of other people seem 
at this time to be so comic, for it beCODles obvious that 
by setting themselves goals which are always in the fu
ture, in the "tomorrow which never comes," they are 
missing entirely the point of being 'alive. 

When, therefore, our selection of sense-impressions is 
not organized with respect to any particular pwpose, 
all the surrounding details of the world must appear to 
be equally meaningful or equally meaningless. Logi
cally, these are two ways of saying the same thing, but 
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the �erwhelmblg�g of my own" LSP experieDces 
is that all . aspeCts . of the . WQl'ld �. meaningful 

. �ther than meaningless. This is not to say tha.t they ac
quire meaning in the sense of signs. by virtue of � 
ing to somethixlg � but that all thfngs appeal" t() be 
their own point. 'Their Simple �ce, Or bE,tter.· their 
present formati<?Jl, seems to be perfeCt, to. be an end ,� 
fulliUment without any need lor justiflcation. 'Flow� 
do not bloom in order to produce seeds, .nor .are � 
germinated in order to bring forth Bowers. Each stage 

.0£ the proces,s-seed, Sprout, bud, flower, and fruit
max:, � regarded as the goal A chicken 1$ one egg'f 
way� �f producing others. In our � experience. 
�tbing of the SaJIle kind'takes place in music im� . 

, the eance.where the point of the action is each moment 
oflts' unfolding and not just the tempotal end o! .  ped�ance. . . . 

Such a translation of everyday experience. into s0me
thing of the same nature as music has been the begin- . 

Ding and the prevailing und�rtOne of . an . iny expert
mepts. But LSD does not simply suspend the selective 
pr�ss by cutting it ou.t. It would be �ore exact to say 
that it shows the relativity of our ordinary evaluation of 
sense-data by suggesting others. It permits the mind to 
organize its sensory inlpressions in new patterns. In my 
second experiment I noticed, for example, that all re
peated forms-teaves on a st� boob on shelves. mul
lions in wiP,dowS-gave me the sensation of seeinf 
double or even multiple, as if the second, third, � 
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fourth leaves on the stem were reflections of the first, 
seen. as it were. in several thicknesses of window glass. 
When I mentioned this. the attending physician held 
up his finger to see if it would give me a double image. 
For a moment it seemed to do so. but all at once I saw 
$t the second image had its basis in a wisp of cigar 
smoke passing close to his finger and upon which my 
consciousness had projected the highlights and outline 
of a second finger. As I then concentrated upon this 
sensation of doubling or repeating images. it seemed 
suddenly as if the whole field of sight were a transpar
ent liquid rippled in concentric circles as in dropping 
a stone into a pooL 'The normal images of things around 
me were not distorted by this pattern. They remained 
just as usual. but my attention directed itself to high
lights. lines. and shadows upon them that fitted the 
pattern, letting those that did not fall into relative in
Significance. As soon. however. as I noticed this projec
tion and became aware of details that did not fit the pat
tern. it seemed as if whole handfuls of pebbles had been 
thrown into the optical space. rippling it with con
centric circles that overlapped in all directions. so that 
every visible point became an intersection of circles. 
The optical field seemed. in fact, to have a structured 
grain like a photograph screened for reproduction. save 
that the organization of the grains was not rectilinear 
but circular. In this way every detail fitted the pattem 
and the field of vision became pointillist� like a painting 
by Seurat. 



ora. ... ALCJUI� 
'I.IIk II I I  n. 1IiIecl' . n \w ." tplistfo.Dr • .  Was 

.,. ............ ,tJIU'JiK" .'CtIs.,.. �·de
srgns .upon die ·wortd, ftw.s "'!lalruciDafiDg- a Itruct1mt 
m things whiCh is nOt actuaJIy there? Or is what we call 
the -rear structure Of tbings simply a Jeamed proJeo
t:ion or hallucination which we hold in mrmnnnP Or was 
I somehow becomfng aware of the actual gndD df t:hi 
!'Ods and cones in my retina, for even a halhu:fna� 
must have some actual basis in the nervous ·iySteIIl? On 
another occaslon I w8s lookiDg c1osely  at a handful of 
sand, and in becoming aware that I could not get it 
� clear focus I became eonsoious of every detafl _  
articulation of the way in 'Which my eyes were fazdng 
the tmage-and this was certainly peroeptloD of a gtafa 
or distortion in the eyes themselves. 

The · general impression of these optical __ tfObs Is 
that the eyes, without losing the normal area of \lib, 
have become microscopes, and that the ·t:ed:t1re �·the 
vfsual fleld is inBDiteIy rich and campa hm not bow 
whether this is actual awareness ·o£ the multiplfdty of 
nerve-endings in the retina, or, for that matter, fn the  
fingers, for the same grainy feeling arose in the IeDSe of 
touch. But the effect of feeling that this is or may be 10 
is, as it were, to tum the seDses back upon the.m.elves, 
and 80 to rea1ize that seeing the emma! world Ii .., 
seeing the eyes. In other words, I became vividly awart. 
of the fact that what I caIl sha.pes, colors, and teztureI 
m the outside world are also ·states, of my Denoui sya. 
tem, that is, of me. In knowing them I also bow my-
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self. But the strange part of this apparent sensation of 
my own senses was that I did not appear to be inspect
ing them from outside or from a distance, as if they 
were objects. I can say only that the awareness of 
grain or structure in the senses seemed to be awareness 
of awareness, of myself from inside myself. Because of 
this, it followed that the distance or separation between 
myself and my senses, on the one hand, and the ex
ternal world, on the other, seemed to disappear. I was 
no longer a detached observer, a little man inside my 
own head, having sensations. I was the sensations, so 
much so that there was nothing left of me, the'observ
ing ego, except the series of sensations which happened 
-not to me, but just happened-moment by moment, 
one after another. 

To become the sensations, as distinct £rom having 
them, engenders the most astonishing sense of freedom 
and release. For it implies that experience is not some
thing in which one is trapped or by which one is pushed 
around, .or against which one ni.ust fight. The conven
tional duality of subject and object, knower and known, 
feeler and feeling, is changed into a polarity: the 
knower and the known become the poles, terms, or 
phases of a single event which happens, not to me or 
from me, but of itself. The experiencer and the experi
ence become a single, ever-changing, self-forming 
process, complete and fulfilled at every moment of its 
unfolding, and of infinite complexity and subtlety. It is 
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like, not watchfng, but being, a coiling -arabesque_ of 
smoke patterns in the air, or of fDk dropped hi water, Or 
of a dancing snake wlrlch seems to move from every part 
of its body at once. This may -be a -drUg-fnduced hat
lucfnation,- but it corresponds exactIy to what DeWey _ 

and Bentley have called the - tranSactional relatIonsIdp 
of the organism to its envfroriment. This _Is to say tUt , 

an our actions and experiences arise Dprtually &Om t1le 
organism and from the environment at the sa1ne tfm8. 
The eyes can see light because of the sun, but the m 
Is light because of the eyes. Ordinarily, under the Lyp. 
BOsis of social conditioning, � feel quite dfsti:nct iroIIl 
our physical surroundings, facing th� rather th8u. � 
longing in them. Yet in this way we ignore and � 
out the physical fact of our total fnterdependence 'wft}i 
the natural world. We are as embodied fD. It &s Our  
- own ceDs and molecules are embodied In us. Our neg
lect and repression of this interrelationship giWs - ¥ 
cfal urgency to an the new SQiences of 8cology, stud)'fng 
the interplay of organisms with their environments, aild 
warning us against ignorant interference with the bal
ances of nature. /' , , -

, The sensation that events are happening of them-
aelves, and that nothing Is ma1cing them h&ppen aad 
that they are not happening to anythfng, has always 
been a major feature of my experienceS with LSD.-It fj 

. possible that the chemical is simpiy_ giving me a Vivid 
'realization of my own philosophy, though there haW 
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been times when the experience has suggested modifi
cations of my previous thinking.1 But just as the sensa
tion of subject-object polarity is confirmed by the trans
actional psychology of Dewey and Bentley, so the sensa
tion of events happening "of themselves" is just how 
one would expect to perceive a world consisting entirely 
of process. Now the language of science is increasingly a 
language of proceSs-a description of events, relations, 
operations, and forms rather than of things and sub
stances. The world so described is a world of actions 
rather than agents, verbs rather than nouns, going against 
the common-sense idea that an action is the behavior of 
some thing. some solid entity of "stuff." But the common
sense idea that action is always the function of an agent 
is so deeply rooted. so bound up with our sense of order 
and security. that seeing the world to be otherwise can 
be seriously disturbing. Without agents, actions do not 
seem to come from anywhere, to have any dependable 
origin. and at first sight this spontaneity can be alarm
ing. In one experiment it seemed that whenever I tried 
to put my (metaphOrical) foot upo:Q, some solid ground, 

1 I have often made the point, as in The Way of Zen, that the "real" 
world is concrete rather than abstract, and thus that the conceptual 
patterns of order, categorization, and logic which the human mind 
projects upon nature are in some way less real. But upon several 0c
casions LSD has suggested a fundamental identity of percept and 
concept, concrete and abstract. After all, our brains and the patterns 
in them are themselves members of the concrete, physical universe, 
and thus our abstractions are as much forms of nature as the structure 
of � or the organization of ferns. 
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the ground eoDapsedla1D empI1 9aoe.  I aoa1cJ Iud � 
substantial bam from whtch to Id:: "I'DYwIIl was a � 
and my past, u a causalCODditlonJDg force. had simply 
WDfshecL There was only the present c:onfoI1natIoB of 
eVents, happening. For a wlUle I felt Jost In a 'VOIdt. 
frightened, baseless, � through and t1uough. Yet 
soon I became · accustomed to the feeling, straDg'e u • 
was. There was afmply a pattern of actiOn, of plOCeII,' , 
and this was at ODe and the same time the uDlverre IDcI 
myself Wlth DOthfng outsfdelt either to trust ormfstralt. 
And them teemed to be DO 1M8!Jmg fD the idea of, ffI 
tnlsting or mfstmstiDg itlelf, Just as there is DO possIbil
If¥ of afinget's toucbfagits own tip. , 

, 'Upon zeflectioD, there seems to be DOt1dng1lDftf8SODa
He fa seeing the wodd In this way. The &geIit,behiacl ' 
fS'IfJlY actfoD fs itse1f actfoD. If a mat can be c:aJIed mat
ting. a cat can be caJlecl catting. We do not acituaDy 
Deed to ask who 01' what -cats: just u we do not uetd' 
to" ask what is � basic stuff or ,sobstmce out of wbfeh 
tOe world. is formed-ior there is DO Way of describlDr 
this substance eeept in terms of form, of structuIe, orW 
-. and operatioa. The world is not formed .. if it were 
fDert clay respondiD.g to the touch of a pottets hand; 
the world fr form, or bettel', formatiQD, for upOn eum
fnaticm every substance turDs out to be closely bit pat .. 
tern. The Ssed notfoa that every pattern or � must 
be made of some basic material whfch is in itself form.. , 
less is based on a superficial auaJogy, betweea � 
formatfDD. aDd 1'IIIImfacture. u if  the ItIn aad lOeb 
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had been. made out of something as a carpenter makes 
tables out of wood. Thus what we call the agent be
hb;ld the action is simply the prior or relatively more 
constant state of the same action: when a man runs we 
have a "manning-running" over and above a simple 
"manning." Furthermore, it is only a somewhat clumsy 
convenience to say that present events are moved or 
caused by past events, for we are actually talking about 
earlier and later stages of the same event. We can es� 
tablish regularities of rhythm and pattem in the cours$ 
of an event, and so predict its future configurations, 
but its past states do not "push" its present and future 
states as if they were a row of dominoes stood on end so 
that knocking over the first collapses all �the others in 
series. The fallen dominoes lie where they fall, but past 
events vanish into the present, which is just another 
way of saying that the world is a self-moving pattem 
which, when its successive states are remembered. can 
be shown to have a certain order. Its motion, its energy, 
issues from itself now, not from the past, which simply 
falls behind it in memory like the wake from a ship. 

When we ask the "why" of this moving pattern, we 
usually try to answer the question in tenns of its orig
inal, past impulse or of its future goal. I had realized for 
a long time that if there is in any sense a reason for the 
world"s existence it must be sought in the present, as 
the reason for the wake must be sought in the engine 
of the moving ship. I have already mentioned that LSD 
makes me peculiarly aware of the musical or dancelike 
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character <Jf the world, brlapg , my attention to n;st, 
upon its present flowing and seeing this ltS  its ul�te 
point. Yet'I have alsO been able to see that thfs point 
bas depths. that the present wells up from wi� itself 
with an energy,' which is something much richer thaD. 
simple exuberance. 

' 

One of these , experiments was' conducted late a� 
night. Some five or six hours from its start the ,  doctor 
had to go home, and I was left alone in the galden. For 
me, this stage of, the experiment is always the most· �. 
warding in terms of insight, after some ofits more 'Q1l
usual and bizarre sensory elects have wom Off� The 
garden was a laWn sun:ounded by shrubs and high �' 
-pine and eucalyptus--,-and floodlit from the houSe .  
which enclosed it on one side. As I stood on the lawn I 
nuticed that the-rough patches where the grass was·thin ' 

or mottled with weeds nO longer seemed to be blem-" 
isheS. · Scattered at random.as they were. they appeared 
to constitute an ordered design. giving the whole __ 
the texture of velvet damask, the rough patches �' 
the parts where the pile of the velvet is cut. In sheer 
delight I began to dance on this enchanted carpet, 'and 
through the thin soles of my moccasins I could feel the 
ground becoming alive under my feet, connecting me 
with the earth and the trees and the sky in such a way' 
that I seemed to become one body with my 'whole sur
rounding •• 

Looking up. I saw that the stars were colOred with the 
same reds, greens, and blues that one sees in iridesceat 
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glass, and passing across them was the single light of a 
jet plane taking forever to streak over the sky. At the 
same time, the trees, shrubs, and flowers seemed to be 
living jewelry, inwardly luminous like intricate struc
tures of jade, alabaster, or coral, and yet breathing and 
:flowing with the same life that was in me. Every plant 
became a kind of musical utterance, a play of variations 
on a theme repeated from the main branches, through 
the stalks and twigs, to the leaves, the veins in the 
leaves, and to the fine capillary network between the 
veins. Each new bursting of growth from 'a center r� 
peated or amplified the basic design with increasing 
complexity and delight, finally exulting in a flower. 

From my description it will seem that the garden ac
quired an atmosphere that was distinctly exotic, like 
the gardens of precious stones in the Arabian Nights, or 
like scenes in a Persian miniature. This struck me at the 
time, and I began to wonder just why it is that the glow
ingly articulated landscapes of those miniatures seem 
exotic, as do also many Chinese and Japanese paintings. 
Were the artists recording what they, too, had seen un
der the influence of drugs? I knew enough of the lives 
and techniques of Far Eastern painters to doubt this. I 
asked, too, whether what I was seeing was «drugged." 
In other words, was the effect of the LSD in my nerv
ous system the addition to my senses of some chemical 
screen which distorted all that I saw to preternatural . 
loveliness? Or was its effect rather to remove certain 
habitual and normal inhibitions of the mind and senses, 
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eaabBDg us to·see thmgs as they would �. tQ 111 if . .  
'We were DOt SO chroDicaJly repressedP LIttle is :knowJa.' 
of the exact neuro1oglca1 offects of LSD, but what .. 
bown sugests the latter possibilit;y. U this he so,. it .(s  . 
possible that the art forms of other cultures appear .� 
otio-that � unfamiliarly encbantiDg-beQause �,are 

, seeing the world through the eyes of artists whose re
pressions are not the same as, ours. 'l11e bJ.Qeb fD. their. 
view of the world may not coincide with ours, so � m 
their representations of life we see areas that we n0r
mally ignore. I am· inclined to some such solution be. 
cause there have been times when I have seen the,WQJld · 
in this magical aspect without benefit of LSD, and � 
were times when I was profoundly � witb!n. my 
Ie1ises unguardedly open to their SUlTOundings. . 

I • Feeling. then, not that I was drugged but that 1 waf . 
in an unusual degree open to reality, I tried to discem 
themeanfng. � inner character of the dancing pa� 
. which constituted both myself and the garden, and the 
whole dome of the night with its colored starS. !ll at I 
once it became obvious that the whole thing was lov .... 
play, where love means everything that the word aQl.' 
mean, a spectrum ranging from the, red of erotic. de
light, tbrough the green of human enQearment, to the 
violet of divine charity, from Freud"s h'bido to Dante. 
-mYe that moves the IUD. and other -stars.- All were so ·  
many colOl$ fssufng from a single white light, and, what 
was more, this single source was not just love as we or
dhwily understand it: it 'was also int�gence, not only . 
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Eros and Agape but also Logos. I could see that the in .. 

tricate organization both of the plants and of my own 
nervous system, alike symphonies of branching com· 
plexity, were not just manifestations of intelligence-as 
if things like intelligence and love were in themselves 
substances or formless forces. It was rather that the pat· 
tern itself is intelligence and is love, and this some
how in spite of an its outwardly stupid and cruel dis
tortions. 

There is probably no way of Bnding objective veri6�a. 
tion for insights such as this. The world is love to him 
who treats it as such, even when it torments and de
stroys him, and in states of consciousness where there 
is no basic separation between the ego and the world 
suffering cannot be felt as malice inflicted upon oneself 
by another. By the same logic it Inight seem that with· 
out the separation of self and other there can be no 
love. This Inight be true if individuality and universality 
were formal opposites, mutually exclusive of one an· 
other, if, that is, the inseparability of self and other 
meant that all individual differentiations were simply 
unreal. But in the unitary, or nondualistic, view of the 
world I have been describing this is not so. Individual 
differences express the unity, as branches, leaves, and 
flowers from the saine plant, and the love between the 
members is the realization of their basic interdepend. 
ence. 

I have not yet been able to use LSD in circumstances 
of �eat physical or moral pain, and therefore my ex .. 
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plcatIms Qf thepro� c4 eva underits� may afpear. t() 'be sbanOw • .  QnIy 0DCe in theSe experluieot. 
have I, telt acute £ear, but.I know Of several cases JD 
whic1i LSD has touched off psychic stateS of the _ 
aJannfng and unpleasant kind. More·than once I ha� 
Invited such states \Dlder LSD by loo1dng at imag • •  
df:oI,rJly suggestive of -the creeps---tbe maudibIes �� 
� and the barbs.and spines of daDgerous fish � 
IDsects. Yet they evoked only a sense of beauty .d 
exuberance, for- our normal p:oJection of malice mto 
these creatures was entirely withdrawu, 10 tbat �  
orgau of dest:mction became no more evil, thm tJae 
teeth of a beautiful woman. On another occasion i 
Joolted for a ·JoDI time at a � reproduction of V'� 
E�·s LuI 1�, which is surely' oDe.of the most 
� products of human imaginatiog, The sceDe 
of hell is cJonrinated by tl1e Jigure of Death. a .skeletcm 
benea� whose batlike wings lies a writ'bfng. mass of 
8Cl'e8JDfDg bodie,. pawed by snakes whtch penetrate 
them lib maggots In fruit. One of the curJaas eJfect:s elf 
LSD Is to impart an l1lusion of movement fD atlIUmages. 
10 that here the pJctum came to life and the �  'en
tangJ8ID'lDt of lfmbs aud serpents.began 10 aqlifml b&. 
fommyeyes.-

. 

IIodIr. wJth the eta cl a _ 'IiIi:I1iW. ahe1I, I .. a1IJe to W oat 
........wng 01 the ..... lor tbfI eIfeat. AD the·1IDIll purple proIta
... OIl the men IMIiIecl to be wJglfng, DOt 0Dly to light bat ., to 

. touCh. Watchln, tbfa r-QIMIIOD oloIely. I realized t1aat � m1 .,.. 
IDIMIl IlClOli  tile .. .,. IIIeIDeCl to cbuap the �. 01 GOb-
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Ordinarily such a sight should have been hideous, 
but now I watched it with intense and puzzled interest 
until the thought came to me, "Demon est deus inoersus 
-the Devil is God inverted-so let's turn the picture 
upside down." I did so, and thereupon burst into laugh
ter for it became apparent at once that the scene was an 
empty drama, a sort of spiritual scarecrow, designed to 
guard some mystery from profanation by the ignorant. 
The agonized expressions of the damned seemed quite 
evidently "put ou," and as for the deatlis-head, the 
great skull in the center of the painting, it became just 
what a skull is-an empty shell-and why the horror 
when there is nothing in it? 

I was, of course, seeing ecclesiastical hells for what 
. they are. On the one hand, they are the pretension that 
social authority is ultimately

-
inescapable since there 

are post-mortem police who will catch every criminaL 
On the other hand, they are "no trespassing" signs to 
discourage the insincere and the immature from attain· 
mg insights which they might abuse. A baby is put in a 
play pen to keep it from getting at the matches or fall· 
mg downstairs, and though the intention of the pen is 
to keep the baby closed in, parents are naturally proud 

fng. amoun�g to an Increase or decrease In the depth of shadow. Thfs 
did not happen when the eyes were held still. Now motion, or appar
ent motion, of the shadow will often seem to be motion of the object 
casting it. In this case the protrusions on the sheIL In the Van Eyclc 
painting there was likewise an alteration, a lightening or darkening. 
of 'actual shadows which the artist had painted, and thus the same 
illusion of movement. 
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when'the child grows �g enough to climb out.. Like
� a man can perform actions wbich are truly moral 
cmIy when he is no longer motivated by the fear of 
hell, that is, when be grows into union with the Goocl 
that is beyond good and evil, which, in other, words, 
does not act from the love of rewards or the fear ,0£ 
punishments • .  This is F«'cisely the nature of the world 
when it is considered. as self-moving action, giving, 
out a past umead of being motivated by a past. 

' 

Beyond this, the perception of the empty �t of 
the death's-head was certainly a recognition okhe.f� 
that the fear of death, as distinct from the fear of�yin� 
is one ' of the most ' baseless mirages that trouble �, 
Beoause it ·is completely impossible to imagine pne'$ 
o� personal absence, we fill the void in our minds with 
�es of being buried. alive in perpetual darkne��. If 
death is the simple termination of a stream of consciotJ.s,. 
ness, it is certainly nothing to fear. At the same time. I 
realize that there is some apparent evidence forsurvival 
of death in a few extraordinarily unexplainable ��� 
mnistic communications and remembrances of past 
Jives. These I attribute, vaguely enough. to. subt1et'�
works of co�unicatiOn and interrelatioJlShip .in. the 
pattern of life than we ordinarily perceive. ' For if forms 
repeat themselves, if the structure of branching trees is 
reverberated in the design of watercourses in the desert, 
it would not be so strange if a pattern so �tricate as tU  
human nervous system were to repeat .eonBguratio'ns 
that arise in consciousness as' veritable memorjes of the 
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most distant times. My own feeling, and of course it fs 
nothing more than an opinion, is that we transcend 
death, not as individual memory-systems, but only in so 
far as our true identity is the total process of the world 
as distinct from the apparently separate organism. 

As I have said, this sense of being the whole process 
is frequently experienced with LSD, and, for me, it has 
often arisen out of a strong feeling of the mutuality of 
opposites. Line and plane, concept and percept, solid 
and space, figure and ground, subject and object ap. 
pear to be so completely correlative as to be convertible 
into each other. At one moment it seems that there are, 
for example, no lines in nature: there are only the 
boundaries of planes, boundaries which are, after all, 
the planes themselves. But at the next moment, looking 
carefully into the texture of these planes, one discovers 
them to be nothing but a dense network of patterned 
lines. Looking at the form of a tree against the sky, I 
have felt at one moment that its outline "belongs" to the 
tree, exploding into space. But the next moment I feel 
that the same form is the "inline" of the sky, of space 
imploding the tree. Every pull is felt as a push, and 
every push as a pull, as in rotating the rim of a wheel 
With one's hand. Is one pushing or pulling? 

The sense that forms are also properties of the space 
in which they expand is not in the least fantastic when 
one considers the nature of magnetic fields, or, say, the 
dynamics of swirling ink dropped into water. The con· -
cepts of verbal thought are so clumsy that we tend to 
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thinl: only of one aspeCt of a relationship at a tQne. W. 

- altemate between seeing a given f011Il as a property .Qf 
the "figure and as a property' of the . grouDd, as in the 
Gestalt ilnage of two profiles in black silhouette, about 
to kiss. The white space between them ap� as a 
chalice, but it is intensely difBcult to see the ldSsmg 
faces and the chalice simulbneously. Yet with. LSl) 
QIle appears to be able to feel this simultaneity quite 
Vividly, and thus to become aware of the mutuality of 
one's own form and actiOn and that of the surrounding 
world. The two seem to shape and determine each other 
at the same moment, explosioa and implosion con� .. 

riiig in perfect harmony, so giving rise to � feelfp.g 
_ that one's actual self is Poth. This inner identity is felt 
wi:th every level of the �viroDIDent-the. physical 
world of stars and space, rocks and plants, �e � 
world of human beings, and the idea�ona1 world of art 
and literature, music and conversation. All are � 

, or fields operating in the most intimate mutuality with 
one's own existence and behavior so that the "cnigin" , 

of action lies in both at once, fusing them into a sin� 
act It is certainly for this reason that LSD taken iD 
eommon with a small group can be a profoundly ea.. -

charistic experience, drawiilg the members together 
into an extremely warm and �te 'bond � fqend� 
ship. ' ., 

All in aD, I have felt that-my ezpemMnts ,with this 
astonishing chemical have been most worth,while, � .. 
live. stimulating, and. abo:v� an. an iDtilpati:Oa 'that 
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-there is more in neaven and earth tban Is dreamed of in 
your philosophy." Only once have I felt terror, the sense 
of being close to madness, and even nere the insight 
gained was well worth the pain. Yet this was enough 
to convince me that indiscriminate use of this alchemy 
might be exceedingly dangerous, and to make me ask 
who, in our society, is competent to control its use. Ob
viously, this applies eyen more to such other powers of 
science as atomic energy, but once sometbing is known 
there is really no way of locking it up. At the present 
time, 1960, LSD is in the control of pharmacologists 
and a few research groups of psychiatrists, and though 
there are unscrupulous and frankly psychotic psychi
atrists, this seems to me a far more reliable fonn of con,. 
trol than that exercised by the police and the Bureau of 
Narcotics-which is not control at all, but ineffective 
repression, handing over actual control to the forces of 
organized crime. 

On the whole, we feel justified in using dangerous 
powers when we can establish that there is a relatively 
low probability of disaster. Life organized so as to be 
completely foolproof and secure is simply not worth 
living, since it requires the final abolition of freedom. It 
is on this perfectly rational principle of gambling that 
we, justify the use of travel by air and automobile, elec
tric appliances in the home, and all the other dangerous 
instruments of civilization. Thus 'far, the record of ca
tastrophes from the . use of LSD is extremely low, and 
there is no evidence at all that it is either habit-forming 
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_p1aysIcaIyde1etedoas. 1t 11. 0£  course, possfbJe to f:Ie.. 
COJDe pychk:aDy . depeadeDt · _ stimuJi wbfch dO' DOt 
establish any craving that caD be identified �. phydo 
ological terms. Personally, I am DO example of phe
nomenal wm power, but I hd that I have DO fnc1fnt.. 
tion to use LSD in the same way as tobacco or � 
and liquors. On the contrary. the exp!Dience 1s.atwa,8 . 
so fruitful that I feel I must digest it for some IIIODt:JII 
before entermg fnin it agam. Furthermore, I Snd that  I 
am quite fDstfnctive1y dfsfnc1iDed to use It without die 
I8Dle sense of readfness aDd dedicatIou. with which ODe 

• ,approaches a sacrament, and also that the taps:h!Dca Is 
, worth while in the precise degree that I keep my CrJtI. 
cal and fntellectual faca1t1es alert. 

It is genera1ly felt that there Is a ndieatJacompatl
. biIity between fntultfon pd fnteJlect, poetry aDd Jo&fo, 
spfritua1lty and. mtfooality. To me, the most Impel
sive thing about LSD ezper1ences is that these fonuJIy 
opposed reahns seem iDstead in comp�eut and &uo. 
tify one another, suggesting, therefore, a mode of Jfte 
in which man is no longer an.embodied paradoE of  a
gel and animal, of reason Bghtfng.fnstinct,'but a � 
lous coiDcidence iD wham Eros end Logos are one. 
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